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THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY
Introduction
Yfood and milk, beans and old neckties, oat hulls and coal—mix
these together v.rith a chemist’s abracadabra and you get plastics, those
mysterious new materials that have created a $500,000,000 industry and
have produced more than 20,000 useful modem products.
Plastics are a mushrooming business, a brash, tough youngster
elbowing wood, metal, and stone out of their venerable places in our
civilization. Scarcely a day passes without some manufacturer’s waking
up to find that plastics have musceled in on his territory, forcing him
to revamp his processes or go out of business. But in general, industry
is hailing plastics as substances with unlimited uses. And, for the
public, the rising flood of plastics means better and cheaper products.
There is a strong indication that a plastic airplane is just
over the horizon. Colonel V. E. Clark, aeronautical expert, has produced
an amazing plane which apparently has stood tip stoutly under all kinds
of tough testing. It is constructed by a process in which plywood is
impregnated with a mineral plastic. The result can be molded, without
high temperature or pressure, into airplane fuselages and wings that won’t
chip or corrode, are said to be ten times as strong as stainless steel
and impervious to oil, water, and acid. The ingredients are cheap and
plentiful.
If developed successfully on a large scale, this means unheard-
of speed in building planes. Today, our best metal ships are largely
hand-made, some requiring nearly 150,000 separate hand-driven rivets.
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One of our largest builders has produced only 500 planes in 18 months.
It has been estimated that 2,000 semi-skilled -workmen with only 100 molds
could turn out more than 50,000 plastic planes in the same time.
This thesis stresses the present indications of extended use and
research of plastics* The spurt forward was given further impetus by
0R1 action to prevent congestion in bottleneck of non-ferrous metals.
Section I deals with definition and historical development of plastics;
Section II covers chemical, technological, and use classification of the
product.
Companies and manufacturers most prominent in the industry are
included in Section II. The next part covers industrial and economical
status of plastics* A long-term forecast and outlook complete the report.
p*
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1THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY
Creating hitherto unknown raw materials, science
now disrupts old trade routes and revamps
the world map of industry (1)
Definition of Plast ics
Plastics are substances capable of being molded or otherwise
fabricated (together with coloring matter or a filler) into a desired
solid form, this condition being obtained by the physical or chemical
interaction between the molecules of a wide range of materials. (2)
Historical Development
Only God can make a tree—for that matter, until
half a century ago, the divine monopoly on
substances was almost universal. (3)
Man had learned to make a great number of things, but for his
solid materials he was mostly dependent upon such natural products as
stone, wood, and metals. One outstanding exception to the rule was
glass—a material of primary importance, altogether different in kind
and function from the materials that went into it. But, by and large,
industries were tied to the earths apron strings and never dreamed of
creating a material world of their own.
Then in 1868 an extraordinary thing happened. John Wesley
Hyatt, a printer in Rochester, New York, read an advertisement offering
(1) Frederich Simpich. "Chemists Make a New World", p. 40, National
Geographic Magazine (November, 1939)
(2) J. N. Taylor. "The Laboratory Produces a Giant", p. 1, Domestic
Commerce ?Jeekly Bulletin (December 12, 1940)
(3) "What Mas Has Joined Together", p. 69 Fortune
(March, 1936)
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$10,000 rev^ard to anyone who discovered a suitable material to replace
tusk ivory in the manufacture of billiard balls. Tusk ivory was becoming
scarce; the price was too high; a substitute must be found.
Hyatt pottered around with newspaper pulp and solvents of
various kinds. Among them was nitric acid, from which gun cotton is made
Dangerous business fooling with such explosive materials, but $10,000
seemed worth the attempt, What he needed was a chemical that would solid
ify the plastic mass, so it could be shaped into a ball. He tried many
things, but when he reached camphor, the experiments showed promise of
success. He found that by careful compounding and handling the mass
could be shaped in a press—thus, Celluloid was born.
Although many plastics have been discovered since, Celluloid
survives. In addition to becoming the first synthetic billiard ball,
it was inmedia tely popular, because of its color, as a new material for
the manufacture of inexpensive jewelry, dresser ware, and such.
Celluloid was used for the first windshields for automobiles about the
turn of the century. When safety glass was discovered, it became the
first interlayer which made such protection possible. It served as
windows of a sort in automobile side curtains until the closed car dis-
placed their use. Later, it was found more suitable than hard rubber for
fountain pen barrels. It gave these pens their first splurge of color
and enormously increased their sale. In thin sheets, Celluloid became
the first photographic film. Today, this material is used in toothbrush
handles, dental plates, combs, advertising novelties, and thousands of
other objects where an inexpensive, tough, and non-brittle thermoplastic
,«
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is not likely to come in contact with heat or flame during its use.
Then in 1890, Dr. Adolph Spitteler of Hamburg, (Germany, trying
to find a way to make white blackboard for use in the classroom whimsically
mixed cow’s milk with formaldehyde. What he obtained was a shiny, hornlike
substance, man’s second plastic whose base was casein. (4) In the United
States this is manufactured chiefly by the American Plastic Corporation
and the Aladdinite Company and has to do chiefly with buttons and
buckles.
It was not until thirty-two years ago that the next important
new substance emerged. Dr. Leo Baekeland of Yonkers, New York, converted
a stable in his back yard into a laboratory. He found that phenol
(carbolic acid) and formaldehyde interacted to make a non-melting, non-
dissolving solid like nothing in nature. This was Bakelite
,
foundation
of the synthetic plastic industry. Its use has revolutionized the
electrical, radio, automotive businesses. It has given to marine
architects and ship builders a fireproof construction material with a
pleasing and lasting surface that will neither rust nor corrode.
Prolonged heating at high temperatures, or continuous contact with flames
will cause decomposition, but this plastic will not support combustion.
Dr. Baekeland is accepted as the "Father of Plastics". (5)
After farming the General Bakelite Company to exploit his discovery, he
methodically listed 43 industries in which his product would be useful.
(4) 5.F. Lougie. "The Plastics Industry", p. 39, Pencil Points (June, 1939)
i
(5) . "Father of Plastics", ;. 50 Time Magazine (May 20, 1940)
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Most recent commercially successful resins, as well
as the oldest from point of discovery, are the
vinyl resins. (6)
Renault observed a white powder in sealed tubes of vinyl
chloride as early as 1838. Undoubtedly, he had small amounts of vinyl
resin, but made no attempt to investigate its properties. It was not
until 1912 when Ostromislensky took out patents on the formation of a
rubber-like material from a vinyl compound, that the important proper-
ties of this material began to be recognized. About 15 years later,
it started to assume commercial importance.
Vinylite resins are odorless, tasteless, chemically inert,
and non-inflammable. They are clear, colorless substances which can
be dyed or incorporated with colored fillers. They are permanently
thermoplastic so that the molding operation is comparatively simple and
any scrap can be re-used. Vinylites are especially adapted for dental
plates and phonograph records since they do not tend to warp and are
unaffected by moisture.
Alkyds were first discovered in 1901 and so are one
of the most recent resins from the point of
discovery, but it was not until 1925 that
they appeared on the market. (7)
Utilization of this substance was tardy, partly owing to their
high cost, but most particularly to a lack of recognition of their
qualities and various uses. These resins harden slowly under the action
of heat, therefore, are much less widely employed as molding materials
than previously described plastics.
(6)
11
V ' "Plastics"
,
p. 226, Encyclopedia Americana (1939)
(7) . "Plastics", Ibid., p. 226
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Vinyl resins are applied as coating agents, and in this field
they are nearly unsurpassed, both in quality and adaptability. Glyptal
lacquers are resistant to mineral oils, as well as such substances as
gasoline and kerosene. They are unattacked by weak acids or alkalies,
and will withstand temperatures of nearly 600 degrees Fahrenheit. As
coverings of metal surfaces, normally difficult to coat, they produce
finishes which are smooth, readily cleaned, and resistant to abrasion.
A tenacious adhesion is one of the outstanding properties of these lacquers
they may be applied by spraying, brushing, or dipping; dry in 30 minutes;
are handled within 2 hours; will set to harden in 8 to 10 hours.
These resins may be modified and used to supplant some of the
natural resins in varnishes and paints with a corresponding improvement
in the rate of drying, hardness, and gloss retention.
Conclusion
Synthetic plastics have rapidly multiplied upon the earth, but
before undertaking to draw thera out, a few fundamental observations are
in order. There is first of all to be noted that these materials no
longer serve the humble function of imitation that was characteristic of
Celluloid. They perform their own functions and enter industries and the
industrial arts in their own right. So different are they from the things
they are made to resemble or replace that a pre-1868 chemist or even a
pre-1909 chemist would be hard put to discover what in the world they are
made of. Their perplexities would not arise merely from the inadequacies
of the modern laboratory
—
give him a 1941 laboratory and the odds would
still be against him. For in trying to analyze these modern plastics he
.-
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would find that they are not characterized by their definite chemical
compositions so much as by their physical properties. Their complete
analysis would not match with any natural substance. Neither would it
show the relative amount of material needed to make the plastic.
.
Section II
Glassifications of Plastics
Chemical Classification
Chemists have many different ways of looking at these new sub-
stances. All of them stem from the great carbon river of life. That is,
they derive from organic matter, like casein in milk and cellulose in
cotton and wood, or from once living vegetable and animal matter, like
coal and the coal-tar chemicals or closely related petroleum and its
multitudinous derivatives. Some, therefore, divide them into the semi-
synthetic (chemical modifications of natural products like cellulose)
and synthetic plastics (in which the basic chemical elements are re-
juggled into entirely new forms). Plastics as workable material are
divided simply into thermoplastic and thermosetting types. The thermo-
plastics flow to a given form under heat and pressure, harden upon cooling,
and can always be remelted under sufficient heat. The thermosetting
materials also flow under heat and pressure, but harden or "set" at
high heat into an infusible and insoluble form that cannot be reversed.
Technological Terminology (1)
The three main types of plastics are the cellulose compounds
,
the synthetic res ins
,
and the protein and protein-like substances .
These chemically created materials are used to make permanent forms, by
the application of heat with or without pressure, or as the base far a
wide variety of varnishes, lacquers, etc.,
7/idely varying physical characteristics and prices of individual
(1) J. N. Taylor. "The Laboratory Produces a Giant", p. 360,361, Domestic
Commerce ',/eekly Bulletin (December 12, 1940)
-••
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plastics are determined not only by the constituent materials, but also
by the method of preparation. In their permanent forms, they are finished
by:
Mold ing
Using a powder made up of the basic plastic
material, plus a filler, coloring agent, etc.,
Casting
Using a basic plastic material alone, plus
coloring agent, etc.,
Laminating
Using the basic material as a varnish to
support one or more sheets of cloth, wood, or paper,
with the sandwich pressed into form under heat. (1)
Cellulose Flastic s
The two major types of cellulose plastics are cellulose nitrate
(celluloid) and cellulose acetate.
Cellulose nitrate is prepared either as sheets, rods, or tubes,
from which are made a wide variety of articles such as tooth brush handles
toilet articles, combs, and eye glass frames, or as a lacquer film for
coating of metals, paper, etc., and the surfacing of imitation leathers.
Nitrated cotton, which is the base, is made by Du Pont, Hercules
Powder, Atlas Powder, Cellulose Corporation, American Cynamid, Eastman
Kodak, and Monsanto. The Celluloid Corporation, Monsanto, and Du Font
are the chief makers of fabricated celluloid.
Cellulose nitrate has lost ground in fabricated articles to
cellulose acetate and other products, because it is highly inflammable
(!) J. N. Taylor, op. cit.
,
p. '360
.,
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and has a tendency to discolor with age. Despite the relatively low
cost, growth prospects are not promising. However, consumption in
lacquers has grown materially and promises to continue, although at a
slower pace because of increasing competition with other materials.
Cellulose acetate in sheets, rods, and tubes competes
directly with cellulose nitrate. The rapid growth in such production
traces to the displacement of the latter by acetate as the binding
agent of safety glass. The major market is in turn now being lost to
a vinyl resin plastic. Development of other outlets, including use in
transparent packing materials and in the making of furniture, may
eventually replace the major market, but for a time at least, growth
in this part of the acetate market has been halted.
The recent development of cellulose acetate molding powders
has opened an entirely new field, which already outranks the sheet, rod,
and tube production. The low cost and ability to take a wide range of
color has brought about its adoption in the making of steering wheels,
door handles, etc.., in most autos as well as in a variety of other
fields, such as tool handles and household hardware. (1)
Synthetic Resins
The synthetic resins fall into two broad groups: those derived
from coal tar and those of non-coal tar origin. The development of the
latter is in its infancy, and the coal tar resins still dominate in total
output.
(1)
' ' " ~
"Plastics”, p. C2—16,17, 18, Standard Trade & Securities
Business Prospects—Industries (1940)
,.
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Coal Tar Resins
The phenol-formaldehyde, or bakelite tyoe resins were the original
products in the group and still account for about one-third of synthetic
resin production. From 35$ to 40$ of phenolic resins go into a wide
variety of molded products used as parts in automobiles, radios, cameras,
telephones, and household appliances. Another 25$ or so is used in
surface coatings, where it replaces natural gums for linoleum, imitation
leather, and many other items.
About 20$ is used to make laminated products, such as imitation
wood paneling and table tops while 10$ to 15$ is cast into a miscellany
of novelties such as buttons and costume jewelry. The small remainder is
largely in adhesives.
Phenolic resins and varnishes are made by Union Carbide,
Monsanto, Durez Plastics and Chemicals, Reichhold Chemicals, Durite Plastics
General Electric, Reilly Tar & Chemicals, and others. The leading makers
of laminated products are 7/estinghouse Electric, Continental Diamond
Fibre, Formica Insulation, Masonite, Mica Insulator, and Richardson Co.,
Spaulding Fibre, and a subsidiary of St. Regis Paper.
The phenolic resins are still the cheapest, multi-purpose plastics,
and, while there will be inroads by other products in the future, the
vitality of this group has by no means been spent.
The alkyd resins are made by combining glycerin with organic
acids, chiefly phthallic anhydride, and are used in the making of paints,
varnishes, and enamels. They do not compete in molding compositions with
the other resins or the cellulose plastics.
'.
.
s
•
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Their low cost and unique chemical properties made possible
the development of many new and improved surface-coverings, notably
the cold-water paints in which water is the diluent, and the alkyds
have enjoyed an unusually rapid growth. Two of their main uses are now
in the enamel finishes for automobile bodies and refrigerators.
Many large paint and varnish makers produce their own alkyds,
and General Electric, one of the pioneer developers, is a large factor.
The chemical companies making these resins include Du Pont, Rohm &
H ass, Reichhold Chemicals, American Cynamid, Makalot Corporation & J.D.
Lewis; United States Industrial Alcohol is a newcomer in the field.
No slackening in the growth of consumption is yet indicated,
but competition in the field is already keen and steadily increasing.
Non-Coal Tar Resins
The field of non-coal tar resins is just now beginning to develop
in worth-while commercial fashion, and because of the rapidity of new
developments, logical analysis is difficult. Among the newest
arrivals, some of which are still in the development stage, the most
promising are the styrenes made by Dow, Union Carbide, Du Pont, and
others; the acrylates; Du Pont*s Lastex; and Rohm & Haas* Phlexiglas;
the terpene resins made by Hercules Powder and Newport Industries; and
resins from lignin made by Marathon Paper and Masonite.
Among the older, better established resins in this group are
the ureas and the vinyls. The vinyls probably outrank any other in the
group and have recently invaded the safety-glass market previously held
by cellulose acetate. Union Carbide was the pioneer in vinyl resins and
.
.
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is still the leader, followed by Du Pont, Shawinigan Resins Corporation
(jointly owned by Monsanto and Shawinigan Chemicals Ltd.,) General
Electric, and B.F. Goodrich. Aside from the new type safety glass,
the most promising new development in the field is Union Carbide’s
Vinyon fibre, which has a multitude of potential uses.
Because the vinyls can be injection and extrusion-molded and
have valuable surface coverings and properties, they have a potentially
broad market. Relatively high prices, which have been a barrier, should
be much reduced as sales grow.
The ureas closely parallel the phenolic resins in their general
uses and applications, but have the advantage of not discoloring under
light and thus can be made in light tints. Expected gradual lowering
of the relatively high price should greatly stimulate their use.
Union Carbide, Plaskon Company (jointly owned by General Aniline & Film
and Toledo Scale), American Cynamid, Du Pont, Rohm & Haas, and lately
United States Industrial Alcohol are the principal producers. (1)
Protein-Like Plastics
Most prominent in this group is Du Font’s Nylon, which will
probably be made chiefly into fibres to compete with silk in the hosiery
field and perhaps eventually with other fibres. It also has a wide
variety of other uses including brush bristles, fish-line leaders, fur
coating fabrics, and as a transparent wrapping material. The initial
plant capacity is about 4,000,000 pounds a year, and this will doubtless
(1) E. F. Lougie. "The Plastics Industry”, Pencil Points (June, 1939) p.400
. t
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be increased considerably.
Casein plastics made from skim milk are the other protein material.
Production is still comparatively limited, being used principally in
buttons, but attention to the material as a base for synthetic fibres to
compete with wool and transparent wrapping papers may be the forerunner
of material growth. A subsidiary of National Dairy Products and American
Plastics, jointly owned by Heyden Chemical and Borden are the main factors
in this field.
Long Term Forecast—This discussion by no means exhausts the lists of
plastics and new ones are being constantly developed. Having already
established themselves as important industrial materials, plastics are
expected to extend their rapid growth and to become increasingly impor-
tant profit contributors to the leading chemical companies. The
rapidity of new developments and prospective intensification of inter-
product competition, however, indicates that only those producers
making well-rounded lines and thoroughly integrated as to raw materials
can be considered reasonably secure in their trade positions.
Trade-Name Classification ( 1
)
Nitrocellulose—1870
A cellulose nitric acid thermoplastic (Celluloid). High in-
flammability the big drawback. Losing ground in the long-term view on
sheets, rods, and tubes (13,300,000 pounds last year), but stays in
running mainly because of thriving business in lacquers and finishes
(1) "Plastics in 1940”, p. 96-106, Fortune (October, 1940)
'
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(14 million pounds in 1939)
Phenolic—1909
Thermosetting phenol formaldehyde (Bakelite). Price: 14 to 28
cents a pound. Output 84 million pounds in 1939, almost four times 1929
volume. Work horse of the industry. Black, brovm, and workaday colors.
Used in electrical equipment, rayon machinery, automobile working parts,
impregnation of plywood. Cast phenolic, a 1928 offshoot by Catalin
Corporation brought in brilliant colors and added six million pounds to
the phenolic total last year. But it has manufacturing limitations.
Used for jewelry, small radio cabinets.
Casein—1919
Casein formaldehyde (George Morrell Corporations Galorn). Some
ten million pounds last year. Warps and cracks in humidity. Has gravita^
ted largely to buttons, buckles, small items.
Alkyd—1926
Phthalic or maleic anhydride-glycerin (General Electric*
s
Glyptal). Last year 76,500,000 pounds. Goes principally into tough,
quick-drying, multicolored, weather-resistant paints, varnishes, and
lacquers. Revolutionized that industry in last decade.
Cellulose Acetate—1927
Solution to nitrocellulose* s flammability. Cellulose acetic
acid (Tennessee Eastman’s Tenite). Output 20,800,000 pounds in 1939.
Price: 44 to 50 cents a pound. A tough, transparent, colorful thermo-
plastic—but with fairly high moisture absorption. Led color revolution
of the thirties
—
particularly in automobile interiors.
',
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Urea—1929
Thermosetting answer in full colors, to the drab molded phenolics.
Urea formaldehyde (American Cynamid’s Beetle). Some 16,500,000 pounds
last year. Less versatile and heat-resistant than phenolic, higher priced
(27 to 35 cents a pound). Hits color fields molded phenolics can’t touch:
buttons, tableware, translucent light globes, and fixtures.
Vinyls (l)
Large family of thermoplastics from acetylene and natural gas,
most of its development crowded into last few years. Newest: polyvinyl
butyral (Monsanto’s Butvar)
,
now the main plastic sheet in safety glass,
Polyvinyl acetate (one of Union Carbide’s Vinylites): for adhesives, ink,
metallic paints. Polyvinyl chloride (Goodrich Rubber’s Koroseal): all
colors, rubberlike, for raincoats, beer hose, chemical-tank linings.
Polyvinyl acetate-chloride (another Vinylite): ranges from cable coatings
to rigid transparencies for instrument dials; solid molded items like
combs, radio transcription disks; rubber transparencies for suspenders,
belts, garters, evening slippers. Also includes Vinyon, Union Carbide’s
synthetic fiber already in use in industrial fabrics and being groomed
for women’s hosiery. The vinyls are bothered by low softening points,
but research is attacking the problem.
The vinyl resins are receiving much newspaper publicity as a
result of their use for women’s apparel. Filter cloth made from these
resins is fast becoming increasingly popular for use in handling
(1) . "Plastics in 1941", p. 99, Chemical & Metallurgical
Engineering (February, 1941)
-. f y ,
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industrial chemicals. Such resins are showing promise as adhesive
for metal lamination in motors. Their use as an adhesive in paper has
increased considerably. They are used in the interior of photo-flash
bulbs as the "holding material”; for cockpit enclosure in airplanes; and
to some extent for windshields.
Cellulose Ethers—1935
Ethylcellulose (Hercules* Ethylcellulose ) is the chief one.
An advance over cellulose acetate in lower moisture absorption* Used as
tough wire coating, transparent foil in competition with Cellophane.
Only beginning to get into molded items.
Acrylic
Usually means methyl methacrylate—1936. (Only two: Rohm &
Haas* Phlexiglas, Du Pont*s Lucite) Crystal transparency, rigid stabili-
ty, glowing colors. Highest priced: 85 cents to $2.50 a pound. Booming
close to three million pounds this year, mainly supplying non-shattering
curved transparencies for cockpits and gun turrets of fighting planes.
(Du Pont gets most of publicity, Rohm & Haas probably leads in dollar
sales). Also used for warpless dentures, highway reflectors, contact
lenses, crystal-like furniture, novelties; also entering 1941 automobiles
on decorative scale.
Styrene--1937
Ethylene benzene (Dow*s Styron). The plastic that tinkles.
Runs close to the acrylics in crystal transparency, does better in price
(about 60 cents a pound). Lightest plastic known. Has unusual dielectric
properties and stability, with moisture absorption almost nil, but shows
J'
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tendency to brittleness, clouding under prolonged exposure to sunlight.
Jumped promptly into radio and television parts, lately to "cut-crystal”
perfume vials, pendants, novelties.
For three major reasons manufacturers have become interested
in polystyrene. These reasons are: economy, electrical properties,
and chemical &, water resistance.
First, economy—The light weight (specific gravity 1.07) makes
it the most economical thermoplastic (cold-set) material on the basis of
molded volume available to modern industry.
Therefore, on a poundage basis, more parts can be produced from
a pound of styrene than from any other thermoplastic. Being thermoplastic,
it is molded on high-speed automatic injection presses. The runners can
be cut and remolded—thus saving money and eliminating waste.
Secondly, electrical properties—The material is comparable
to fused quartz in insulation properties, which makes it particularly
adaptable for use in high frequency circuits employed in television and
short-wave radio. A kindred property of polystyrene is that of trans-
mitting and carrying light through curved sections. This characteristic
is employed in the illumination of aircraft instruments. By using
Polystyrene a difficult problem in design was solved as the material
not only had to be capable of carrying light, but had to withstand
variations in temperature without distraction.
Thirdly, chemical and water resistance—Polystyrene, being
chemically inert, can be used to contact with ordinary concentration
of both acids and alkalis.
, .
.
.
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Polystyrene has equally good resistance to alkalis and
hydrofluoric acid. As these two chemicals attack glass, polystyrene
containers are used for accurate analytical work which requires the
use of these chemicals. (1)
Lignin—1937
First developed by Masonite Corporation. (Benaloid and Benalite)
from waste wood of its lumber-mill operations, employing lignin, the
natural adhesive holding cellulose fibers together in wood. Cheap:
5 cents a pound. Comes only in glossy black and brown, doesn’t weather
well, and needs more development. Main use seems to be in panels
or wallboard.
Cellulose Acetate Butyrate—1938 (2)
Extension of cellulose acetate by Hercules and Tennessee Eastman
(Tenite II). Volume already some two million pounds a year. Superior
in dimensional stability, about same price range. Will bite into
cellulose acetate’s automobile business this year.
Vinylidene Chlor ide—1939
A flexible plastic just out of wraps in the Dow laboratories
and into conmercial production as Saran. Highest tensile strength of any
plastic to date. Transparent color range, high water, chemical and
fatigue resistance. Has been extruded into filaments to make tough
fishing leaders, ropes, and cordage with reputed tensile strength up to
100,000 pounds per square inch. Experimental subway car for New York
(1) R. F. Brannan.
( 2 ) .
"Polystyrene—A Manufacturer’s Product”, p. 33
Manufacturers * Record (April, 1941)
"Plastics in 1940", p. 96-106, Fortune (October, 1940)
..
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ha s washable nonfraying Saran-woven seats to replace rattan.
Melamine—1940
Melamine formaldehyde, introduced by American Cynamid, made from
its calcium cyanimide fertilizer base. First major thermosetting
development since the ureas. Superior in heat, oil, and moisture resis-
tance, with as wide a color range. Looks like a comer, but it’s still
too early to decide for certain.
Conclusion
The plastics industry has the extraordinary record of introducing
at least one new major plastic a year. Any issue of "Modern Plastics",
its wide-awake trade journal, contains an average list of fifty to seventy-
five new patents a month on new plastics and new adaptations of old
plastics. The clash of plastics, all seemingly bent upon doing the
same things at once, is deafening. The shifts of battle are mercurial.
Polyvinyl butyral, for instance, unseated cellulose acetate in the safety-
glass field in something like two years flat. Cellulose acetate meanwhile,
steadily improved its formulations toward greater moisture resistance and
whipped over into a new market—rigid, transparent containers (Monsanto’s
Vuspak, Eastman’s Kodapak), currently exciting the packaging industry.
Nothing is ever static. The fastest-moving plastics right now are the
old phenolics and the new acrylics and cellulose acetate butyrate. For
all the seeming confusion, their progress has actually been orderly. All
of the plastics—particularly the heat-softening thermoplastics—have
virtues and weaknesses that the chemist can’t leave alone. And most
of the new plastics are the orderly reflection of two main goals of
..
,
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research in the last decade: transparency and stability.
Let it be noted that there is no plastic yet that has proved
itself capable of standing up under years of continual weathering
—
though phenolic-impregnated plywood and the new acrylics and cellulose
acetate butyrate look like an answer. And no plastic yet that can be
shaped to as exacting, stable dimensions as metals—though phenolic
laminates go into silent timing gears within the tolerances of the
automobile industry. And no plastic yet with all-around structural
strength of steel. And no transparent plastic yet with the scratch
resistance of plain glass—a fault that is holding up the acrylics and
styrenes from invading the optical field with revolutionary, unbreak-
able and cheaper lenses. There may be one or more such plastics
announced tomorrow. They are not here today. Exactly what makes a major
new plastic, however, is an exceedingly complex business in which the
materials themselves are but half the picture.
The other half of the picture is the machine technology for
handling them. Safety glass is a graphic example of the inseparable
interplay of materials and machines. The first safety glass, back
about 1924, used a thin sheet of transparent nitrocellulose plastic
as the bond between its two slices of glass. It was manufactured by
pressing each sandwich separately in a flat hydraulic press under heat
—
an expensive labor item to add to a fairly expensive material, which,
moreover, yellowed with age and exposure to light in automobile wind-
shields like a smoky chimney lamp. It didn’t get very far. Then
cellulose acetate came into the field about 1930, and it was a great
'<
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improvement. It tanned slightly with age and the heat of summer—but not
enough to be troublesome—and it induced improvements in technique.
Instead of bonding each sandwich separately, glass manufacturers tied up
hundreds of sandwiches in one lot and bonded them at a crack by immersion
in a giant hot fluid bath under pressure. Fiberloid (later bought by
Monsanto) and Du Pont worked out methods for the continuous extrusion of
wide cellulose acetate sheets—therefore calendered somewhat awkwardly on
rolls and sheeted with knives—that gave close control over thickness
of the sheet and cut costs. This machinery was easily switched over to
polyvinyl butyral when it appeared in 1937. Though polyvinyl butyral
is more expensive than cellulose acetate ($1.35 a pound against 80 cents)
it competes with it. It is more moisture and sunlight resistant and
much stronger at zero temperature—and can be used in thinner sheets to
even out costs somewhat. By one means or another, safety glass prices
have dropped in sixteen years from as much as $12 to as low as 90 cents
a square foot. And safety glass has become universal.
.
Section III
Manufacturers and Machinery
Companie s Outstanding in the Plastics Industry (1)
Nearly all leading chemical companies manufacture chemical
ingredients used in plastic synthesis, while a comparatively small
number of chemical companies are directly in the plastics industry.
American Cynamid makes Beetleware, a urea formaldehyde product.
Du Pont produces the well-known nitracellulose . Pyralin and methyl
methacrylate resin, Lucite, as well as cellulose acetate. Nylon,
the company’s most synthetic fiber produced from coal, air, and water,
also has excellent possibilities as a plastic material. Union Carbide
makes the Vinylite thermoplastic produced directly from acetylene and
other products and during 1939 acquired Bakelite one of the best manufac-
turers of plastics. As yet, however, plastics form a relatively small
part of the total business of these large companies. Smaller concerns
in every way dependent upon plastics include Catalin Corporation,
Celluloid Corporation, Continental Diamond Fibre Company.
The largest producer of purified cellulose from which the
important cellulose acetate plastics are made is Hercules Powder,
which organization has also entered into the cellulose acetate field.
Concentrated acetic acid the ingredient used with acetate is produced
by Eastman Kodak. Although the larger part is used in their own business,
a considerable amount of the product finds its way into plastics.
(1) . "Plastics”, p. Cl-15, Poor ’s Industry & Investment
Survey (November 6, 1940)
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Other companies interested in plastics are General Electric
and Westinghouse Electric holding many patents for fabricated materials
both for themselves and for their manufacturers. The Eord Motors Co.
is manufacturing many automobile accessories out of soybean proteins.
Proctor and Gamble is the country’s leading producer of glycerin and
glyptol resin.
Goodrich and Goodyear tire and rubber developed plastics as
a rubber substance. Masonite Company and other building material
manufacturers are early engaged in developing some plastics of their
own.
The early stages of the U. S. Plastics industry—roughly
up to and into the low thirties—looked something like the world on
the first day of creation. The salient feature of the new era in
plastics is that land has appeared above the waters, some integration
has come to the industry. Du Pont, with its acquisition of Arlington Co.
in 1915, Viscoloid Co. in 1925 and its leap into many plastic lines
following World War I, was the earliest of the big chemical names to
take a broad grasp of the field. In 1938 and 1939 the Monsanto Chemical
Co., a large supplier of chemicals to the industry, rapidly put
together a formidable Plastics Division by buying up Fiberloid Corp.,
Resinox Corp., and a 50 per cent interest in Shawinigan Resins Corp.
In 1939 Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., with a big stake of its own in
plastic raw materials, took over important Bakelite Corporation on its
exchange of stock valued at some 15 million dollars. This trend to
integration, by no means ended, now puts Du Pont, Monsanto, and Union
.'
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Carbide out in front as the three biggest and most diversified units in
the industry. Together they account for something over 50 per cent of
the U. S. business in plastic raw materials. Close behind is a string of
heavy producers, like Durez Plastics & Chemicals Co., Tennessee Eastman
Corporation, Dow Chemical Company, American Cyanamid Co., Celluloid Corp.,
the Plastics Division of General Electric, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.
(which bought 70 per cent of Plaskon Corp. this year for upwards of
$2 million), Hercules Powder Co., Rohm & Haas Co., and Catalin Corp.
Anyone of these might pull into the first division on a shift in
this fast-moving business. Nothing so coherent as this could even be
discerned four years ago.
It is, however, no more than the second or third day of creation
for the plastic world. An industry that still has 123 producers of
raw materials and 285 processors with some 500 plants can hardly be
said to be simple or integrated. The industry divides broadly into
two main groups. Producers comprise—in no very clear-cut fashion
—
suppliers of basic chemicals, like Hercules Powder (cellulose) and
Barrett Co. (coal-tar by-products); other producers may then turn these
basic chemicals into the molding powders, semifinished plastic sheets,
rods, and tubes that are the intermediary raw materials of the industry.
Processors split up into (1) finishers, mostly in volume novelties, buttons,
and jewelry, which carve and polish the semifinished materials into
final form; (2) molders, which turn the plastic powders, under heat
and pressure, into finished goods; (3) casters, which pour liquid
plastic into molds and bake it hard; (4) laminators, which build up
'• •
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plastic-impregnated fabrics, paper, wood pulp, asbestos, and Fiberglas
into a variety of industrial laminates, which include the glass-and-
plastic and wood-and-plastic sandwiches known as safety glass and plywood.
Big outfits like Monsanto and Union Carbide, whose plastics are
mixed up in a general chemical business, make both the basic chemicals
and plastic intermediates. Du Pont does the same, but also has a molding
business. General Electric, probably the biggest custom molder and
laminator of industrial plastics, makes a good part of its own raw
materials. Some manufacturers turn out a bewildering number of
different plastics—the new Union Carbide and Monsanto combinations
probably take the diversity cake. Some specialize in a single type of
plastic; Durez, specialist in mass-production compounds of the
phenolic type, like Bakelite, stands out here. No one outfit makes all
types of plastics. The plastics industry, indeed, is something special
in the way of industrial chaos. Plastics are sold under some 240 trade-
names, though there are only about fourteen essential types. And compe-
tition between producers is as sharp as a Sicilian dagger. It is only
among the chemical hierarchy that any integration has come, through the
close affinity between manufacturers of basic chemicals and of plastic
intermediates. It will probably always be so to a degree. For plastics
are following the same trend witnessed over the past two decades in alloy-
steel metallurgy, glass, and rubber compounding: a steady movement toward
many new materials tailored to special uses. No one company can master all
of them.
Du Pont has announced the building of a new plant to raise the
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aggregate production of Nylon to 16,000,000 pounds. This total is
five times what was contemplated when the first plant was authorized
in 1938. It is a snowball rolling up to huge proportions and it is a
safe guess that world conditions are giving some of the shove.
The United States takes about 78$ of Japan’s silk output.
If we take last year’s consumption of 50,000,000 pounds, we see that
nylon will be ready to fill one-third of silk requirements by 1942;
and that will mean a beating of all records—even those made by the
fast growth of Cellophane. (1)
(1) Philip H. Smith. "More Nylon", p. 331, Scientific American (December, 1940)
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NATION ir/IDE CHARACTER OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY
Location and Distribution of Molding , Laminating . Fabricating Industries
(1) . "Plastics in U.S.Defense Economy”, Modern Plastics
p. 25 (August, 1940)
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kachinery Used in Modern Mechanized Establishments (1)
In this technological area the problems are all in terms of
efficiency, flow, heat, pressure, size, stress, and volume. The sterling
characteristic of plastics, of course, is that they are mass-production
materials par excellence. Once a master mold is produced in hard carbon
steel, plastic articles by the millions can be swiftly turned out in its
exact image, down to the polish of its chromium-plated face, with the
slight finishing operations needed for thermosetting materials and even
less for the thermoplastic. The big problem has been the size of the
article. For as size increases, mold costs rise to heights that can be
justified only by the heaviest kind of mass production. And engineering
problems multiply all over the place. Of course, simple, flat panels
of laminated phenolic plastic up to four by eight feet and even larger
are nothing unusual. And U. S. Haveg Corp. makes big chemical tanks
(nine feet in diameter) out of a phenolic-asbestos compound by a unique
German molding process that isn’t suited to highly finished articles.
And British Plastics Federation, Ltd. is said to be molding plastic coffins
in two parts, box and oover, that weigh ninety pounds to the orthodox
coffin’s 350 and up. But in straight molded articles the U. S. hasn’t
touched that or reached any considerable size as yet, though it is
moving fast. At writing, the largest orthodox moldings in thermosetting
materials include such things as eleven-pound phenolic connector blocks
for railroads and twehty -six inch urea reflectors for lighting fixtures.
And one of the largest things in thermoplastics is a two-pound transparent
( 1 )
~
"Plastics in 1940", p. 96-106, Fortune (October, 1940)
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acrylic hair-drying hood for beauty shops. Four years ago the biggest
thing going was probably a ten-pound urea housing for a small Toledo
scale
.
There is nothing at all complicated about the principles of
plastics manufacturing. The mainspring of the industry is the compression
molder, which is only a hot, dusty, more automatic edition of the old
hydraulic press. It is chiefly the instrument of the thermosetting
materials, though thermoplasitcs, too, are molded on it. Its principle
is simple. The molding powder, pressed into pellet form, is placed in
the metal mold cavity, held open on the flat jaws of the machine.
Molds are kept constantly heated by various means, such as steam or gas.
Hydraulic pressure shoves the lower jaw against the upper with a bite
of 1,000 to 8,000 pounds pressure per square inch at 250° to 365°
Fahrenheit. In about one to ten minutes, with heat and pressure forcing
a chemical and physical reaction within the mold, the jaws open wide and
eject the finished articles—hard, gleaming, streamlined electric
handles, for instance. There are many forms of compression molders—from
small semi-automatic machines to the newest, almost completely automatic
mammoths that require an operator only to feed a hopper with pellets.
Compression molders in operation in the U. S. run into the thousands.
General Electric alone has some 700, with 7,500 different molds in use
and an appetite running to some 160,000 pounds of molding powder a week.
The revolutionary weapon of the last revolutionary decade in
plastics is the injection molder. It came in with some pioneer machines
from Germany about 1934. It is the machine of the thermoplastics. Its
*' ;
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nearest relative is the Linotype or lead-casting machine, and it works
on the same principle. A charge of molding powder is liquefied and stored
in a heated cylinder, from which it is squirted in determined amounts,
by plunger and pressure, into a closed, cold mold. As fast as the hot
thermoplastic hits the cold metal, it hardens; the mold opens and ejects
the finished articles. It can repeat this cycle as fast as four to six
times a minute against the compression molder’ s cycle of one molding
every one to ten minutes. The daily production average per eight-hour
shift; the fastest injection molder shoots out 2,880 in the sane time.
This speed of manufacture has done most to put the higher-priced thermo-
plastics in competition with lower-priced thermosetting materials.
Injection molders have grown steadily in size and efficiency, and U.S.
machine-tool builders long took the lead away from Germany. Four years
ago injectors squirted only two- to four-ounce charges to make such tiny
items as bottle caps and combs; today, several cylinders teamed up on
one machine squirt charges up to more than two pounds. Thermo-Plastics
Division of Standard Products Co., one of the big injection molders, has
huge machines that inject and eject one complete automobile instrument
panel a minute.
There seems to be a shadowy line
—
part technical, part economic—
beyond which the injection molder cannot go, though it has shown no
signs of meeting it yet. In smaller mass production items the injection
molder’ s great speed overcomes the higher price of raw materials. But as
the article grows in size and amount of plastic needed, the cheaper
thermosetting materials and the compression molder cut in with a lower
. t t
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unit cost. Probably the most revolutionary thing on the horizon, due to
be commercialized within a year, is a fully automatic ’’transfer molding”
machine for thermosetting materials—using an Injection molding technique
to shoot its plastic charges into a hot mold. It will be five times faster
than the fastest compression molder.
Lamination is more a technique than a machine process, and one
of the oldest and still most vigorous in the plastics industry. Its
nearest parallel in principle is reinforced concrete—the steel-rod
and concrete formula that has made concrete a major structural material.
Flastic laminations, or "reinforces plastics,” take an incredible diversity
of forms. There is a new process by which Ford this year is making all
of its tractor seats--phenolic-saturated papier-mache simply pressed to
the desired shape. It's warmer on the farmer's seat and vron't rust.
Plastic plywoods, however, are the revolutionary end of the laminating
business.
The plywood of burning importance right now is the plywood in
the plastic plywood plane—which is the only kind of plastic plane in
the cards, since none of the present plastics are strong enough without
reinforcement to take to the air in structural parts.
For a given weight, a thicker shell, a lower density
material without stiffeners will support a
greater stress than a metal shell with
stiffeners; and upon this thesis is founded
the plastic airplanes of today (1)
Distinctions must be drawn sharply from the start. Plywood,
used simply as a covering in place of fabric or aluminum over a wood
(l) V.E.Clark. "Low Density Structural Material”, Aero Digest (July, 1939)
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or metal substructure, is nothing new in aircraft—and to the best knowledge
of U. S. authorities no foreign "plastic plane" has been more than that,
though there are constant rumors of a German "plastic plane." The tan-
talizing problem of building a true all-plastic-plywood plane has been
to mold whole wings or half fuselages at one crack as hollow, rigid,
"skin-stressed" structures capable of supporting themselves—and do it
fast without the necessity of pressing each member separately between
expensive big molds. This means some form of direct heat and pressure,
something like the bonding of safety glass in a hot fluid bath. The
mass-production problem hasn f t been licked anywhere yet, but the army,
the U. S. Bureau of Standards and three private concerns (Aircraft
Research Corp.
,
Duramold Aircraft Corp., and Timm Aircraft Corp.) are
hot on the trail. Aircraft Research, using a process developed by
Eugene Vidal, seems to be far ahead in research and production. It
completed and flew a private plane this summer—the first molded all-
plastic-plywood plane—and delivered a basic combat plane to the army
for testing. Which of the methods now being worked on will win out,
or whether all are on the wrong track, will be decided only by performance.
Of course, the bottleneck in the aircraft industry now is not
in bodies but in engines. But no cuts in costs is to be sniffed at as
a defense measure! And the plastic plywood plane would sheer off costs
—
estimates range excitedly from two-thirds to one-fifth the cost of
a metal plane body. Take rivets, for instance, which don’t appear
anywhere in the plastics job. A navy Consolidated two-engine metal
seaplane has 320,000 rivets, each of which costs an estimated 5 cents
and up to make and drive in—that*s at least $16,000.
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No industry can scorn the possibility of such a simplification in
industrial procedure. Add to enormously simplified assembly, the
"plastic plane* s” lightness, strength, lower upkeep (denting is a
considerable upkeep factor in metal planes), and extra margin of per-
formance. The Vidal test plane’s smooth, rivetless surfaces and
improved aerodynamics have given it a top speed of 137 miles an hour
from its 75-horsepower Continental engine whose previous record in an
orthodox fabric plane was only 112—a 22 per cent increase in speed
with no increase in power. There are problems of vibration and tech-
nique still to be solved, but they will not hold the plastic plywood
plane up for long.
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Present Status of Plastics
Industrial Phase
Just as a "rag, a bone, a hank of hair" may be used
to describe that extraordinary creation known
as women, so carbolic acid, soy beans,
and sour cow's milk may be used to de-
signate the myriad, fantastic, rainbow-
hued objects which come under the common
designation of plastics (l)
At a recent exhibition by the "Modem Plastics Magazine" more
than 1,000 entries were displayed of which several hundred showed new
uses for this man-made material. In their infancy, plastics were con-
sidered almost exclusively as substitute materials. In the past
five years, industry has learned to use them to achieve results
unattainable with any other medium.
Because most of the 14 basic types are (1) lightweight,
(2) non-spottable
,
(3) colorfast, (4) slow to conduct heat, (5) easily
cleaned, they are excellent medium for many household objects.
Injection molding has made possible huge mass production
of small things at infinitesimal costs. The Boonton (New Jersey) Molding
Company basic steps in making plastic saltseller tops is 15 seconds.
Steps: Plastics used are fed as powder into a hopper, run into a hot
cylinder where it is softened to tar-like consistency, and the n forced
through nozzles which make it tar-like in form and squirt it into a
mold. 15 seconds later a unit with saltseller tops comes out of machine.
(1) . "Plastics—Their Magical Properties", Life Magazine p. 62
(torch 25, 1940)
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Other articles exhibited and deserving of noteworthy attention
are as follows:
Plastic Table Setting (l)
Has center scales, decoration and candlesticks of Lucite, which
is practically unbreakable. Tumblers and vari-colored dishes are of
lightweight Beetleware which will break but does not shatter into
cutting fragments. Knife and fork handles are of Catalin which is
acid-resisting and rustproof. Table mats are hand painted, Plastacele.
Phlexiglas Bed
Planned by designer Paul Bry, shows new use for this comparatively
recent plastic, which will neither cut nor chip and is impervious to
weather conditions. Color of bed can be changed by simply changing color
of light rods located at bottom of bed ends. This is because Phlexiglas
refracts light.
Catalin Handles
On kitchen utensils are uncrackable
,
will not rot, as wood does,
after constant washings. As strainer’s Tenite frame will gently outwear
mesh, center is removed.
Tenite Telephone
Is the delight of decorators because it can be made in unlimited
colors. It is practically unbreakable, has a self-contained bell.
Salt and Pepper Shakers
Are made of Beetle and Makalot. Trick in easily cleaned shaker
(1) . op. cit., p. 64,65
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is that either salt or pepper can be made to flow out of top depending
on which side of shaker has been pressed.
Plastic Dentures
Are easily kept in place because they are light-weight, molded
to fit the mouth. They are also easy to keep clean. Transparent palate
helps create the illusion of reality.
Crystalite Jewels
Have an extraordinary realistic sparkle for novelty jewelry,
and are expected to replace the inexpensive Czech, glass jewelry which
can no longer be obtained from abroad.
Strips of Translucent Tenite
In bright colors are used for the back and seat of rattan chairs
and for the table pedestal. Advantage for outdoor furniture use is that
because of its low moisture absorption, it may be left out in the rain
and used by swimmers in wet suits without deteriorating. The lacquered
table top is impervious to acids.
Phonograph-Record Holder
Is made of molded Textolite, is lightweight, and will not warp.
It holds 40 records in a small space, and costs but $3.50.
Textolite Heels
Are made by injection molding, can be nailed or screwed to shoe
like ordinary heels. They will not scuff and come in numerous colors.
Tenite Clothespins
Will not rot, warp, splinter, crack, split, or lose their color
and luster. Red ones, readily discernible on the grass are recommended
.'
.
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for country use.
Bakelite Coffins
Made in England are one of the largest plastic objects molded
in one piece. Covers are molded separately. Molding time is 8 minutes.
The coffin is worm proof.
Fashion Trends
At a New York style show, there was a girl clad from head to
foot in artificial materials. Everything she wore was made from synthe-
tic stuffs created by chemists.
Her hat was Cellophane; her frock was rayon. She wore "Nylon"
stockings and carried a patent leather handbag; stood in imitation
alligator shoes and wore "jade” bracelets and "ivory" beads; her parasol
handle was of beautifully colored plastic.
Even the faint hint of musk on her imitation silk handkerchief
came from a synthetic perfume; on her nails there glistened a synthetic
dye, and other coal-tar dies imparted rich shades to her ensemble.
No wool or linen, no silk or cotton, no ivory of jade, not even
any leather figured in her costume. Only the girl herself was natural
—
natural flesh and bone wrapped in her own waterproof skin.
There she stood, a startling symbol of this new artificial
world risen so fast since the World War. In newspapers, every few days, you
read of yet another "miracle" from this or that great chemical laboratory
—
"wool" from milk; alcohol, rubber, and false teeth from gas; licorice from
old stumps—or a new way to poison grass hoppers.
Foreign trade routes, merchant ships, barriers, embargoes,
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tariffs, occasional scarcity or lack of uniformity in raw materials,
jobs, wages, prices, even the germs of war itself all figure in the
reason why man is creating this new world of artificial things.
Consider first chemical geography. In the United States,
chemists may find all they need of such common yet useful materials as
salt, sulphur, limestone, coal, phosphates, potash, bovite, oil, natural
gas, rosin, etc.; nickel and arsenic, however, we must buy abroad. ?Je
also lack tin, antimony, manganese, and chromium.
Benevolent as Mother Nature is, if we still depended
wholly on her, we should also have to import
all our rubber, nitrates, camphor, many
vegetable dies, perfumes, certain flavors,
drugs, and other things. So, today,
synthetic chemistry aids us to be more
independent. (1)
Economic Fhase
Statistics
Manufacturers of plastic materials reported a moderate increase
in production, a slight increase in wages, and a slight decrease in wage
earners for 1939 as compared with 1937, according to preliminary figures
compiled from returns of Census of Manufacturers for 1939 and released
by Director William Land Austin, Bureau of the Census, Department of
Commerce. (2)
The industry, as constituted for census purposes, includes
establishments primarily engaged in the manufacture of plastic materials
(1) Frederich Simpich. "Chemists Make A New 'World", p. 41, National
Geographic Magazine (November, 1939)
(2) V. D. Reed. "Report on Plastic Materials", 1939 Census of Manufacturers
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and synthetic resins such as casein, cellulose acetate, nitrocellulose
phenolics, etc.,
The value of products of the industry for 1939 amounted to
$77,653,314, exceeding by 16 per cent the $66,955,407 reported for 1937.
The 1939 Census of Manufac turers is the first census for which
employees of plastic materials manufacturing plants who were primarily
engaged indistribution and construction activities in 1939 are not
included in the final report.
The wage earners primarily engaged in manufacturing in this
industry in 1939 numbered 6,966, a decrease of 4.4 per cent as
compared with 7,283 reported for 1937, and their wages $9,839,935
exceeded the 1937 figure, §9,481,773 by 3.8 per cent.
Table 1
—
Products by Kind, Quantity, and Value : 1939 and 1937 (1)
(Data for the production of wrapping
materials are not included)
1939 1937
1. Plastic materials industry, all
products, total value §77,653,314
2. Plastic materials 63,054,576
3. Other products (not classified in this
industry) 14,598,738
4. Plastic materials made as secondary
products in other industries). ..... 16,698,234
§66,955,407
52,417,797
14,537,610
9,459,893
(-1^ ^ . "Sixteenth Census of the United States’! 1940”,
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census,
VJashington, D.C., (October 17, 1940)
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Plastic materials, aggregate value
(sum of 2 and 4) $79,572,810
Nitrocellulose (pyroxylin) sheets, rods,
and tubes:
Number of establishments 10
Total production, not including finished
articles, pounds 13,357,116
Made and consumed, pounds 2,149,479
Produced for Sale:
Pounds 11,207,637
Value $8,495,519
Cellulose Acetate: Sheets, rods,
and tubes, not including
finished articles.
Number of establishments 7
Pounds 8,743,139
Value $6,588,247
Molding Composition:
Number of establishments 7
Pounds 11,537,032
Value ...... 5,222,946
Coal-tar Resins:
Number of establishments 32
Total Pounds 151,121,989
Total Value $29,406,947
Other Plastics and Synthetic Resins 30,039,151
Including Synthetic Rubber Value
ITT
$61,877,690
11
18,122,788
3,271,971
14,850,817
j| 12 ,526 ,206
6
18,923,663
$12,199,744
30
131,568,162
$23,583,627
13,568,113
Op. cit., p.l
t.
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Table 2
—
Summary for the Industry : 1939 and 1937 (1)
(Because they account for a negligible portion
of the national output, plants with annual
production valued at less than $5,000 have
been excluded since 1919)
1939 1937
Increase
Per Cent
Decrease
(-)
Number of establishments! 38 34 .
Salaried personnel'*’ 2,061 1,635 26.1
Salaries^ $ 4,757,869 $ 4,304,570 10.5
Wage Earners (average
for the year) 3 6,966 7,283 -4.4
Cost of materials,
supplies, fuel,
purchased electric
energy, and contract
work
.
$40,563,524 $ 35,713,142 13.6
2Value of product $77 ,653,314 $ 66,955,407 16.0
Value added by $37,089,490 $ 31,242,265 18.7
manufacture
.
Wages^ $ 9,829,935 $ 9,481,773 3.8
•4lo data for employees of central administrative offices
are included.
^Profits or losses cannot be calculated from the census
figures because no data are collected for certain
expenses as interest, rent, depreciation, taxes,
insurance
,
and advertising.
(1) "Plastics Materials Census Data: 1939", p. 56, Modem Plastics
Magaz ine (November, 1940)
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3The item for v/age earners is on average of the numbers
reported for several months of the year and includes
both full-time and part-time workers. The quotient
obtained by dividing the amount of wages by the
avei’age number of wage earners should not, therefore,
be accepted as representing the average wage received
by full-time wage earners.
4Value of products less cost of materials, supplies, fuel,
purchased electrical energy and contract work.
Rubber Outlook (1)
When the problem of national defense is considered, the question
frequently arises of the availability of synthetic rubbers and hov/ they
can replace or supplement natural rubber. Present-day trends in the
rubber industry, as a whole, can serve as a basis for estimating what
will be done with synthetics in the near future.
In 1940, the consumption of crude rubber in the United States
was approximately 615,000 long tons, a rise of some 4 per cent over 1939.
In 1939, there were consumed 1700 long tons of synthetic rubbers of all
kinds, a figure which was stepped up to an estimated 3400 long tons in
1940. The per cent outlook indicates that abcut 650,000 long tons of
rubber will be required to fill orders during 1941; of this total, there
is a probability that 9,000 to 10,000 long tons will be taken care of
by synthetics.
Manufacturers of synthetics are naturally secretive about
future plans; enough information is available, however, to venture an
estimate that by the end of 1941, they will be in a position to produce
on a basis of 20,000 long tons annually. Much depends, of course, on a
(1) . "Rubber Speedup", p. 14, Business Week (January 11, 1941)
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rumored RFC loan of $25,000,000 to $50,000,000 to be applied to synthetic-
rubber manufacture
.
While the figures
—
past, present, and estimated future --do not
show synthetic rubbers as serious competitors of natural rubber, there
are many places in the scheme of things, both in normal consumption
and in national defense preparations where certain characteristics of the
synthetics make them not only competitors, but highly desirable substitutes.
Some of the oil-resistant and antioxidation qualities of synthetics, for
example, fit them for use in places where natural rubbers cannot be used
satisfactorily or are subject to constant and costly replacement.
Rubber consumption for military purposes involves far more than ,
tires for vehicles; it is these additional fields that synthetics hold
the greatest promise. Flexible hose for many uses, gas masks, self-
sealing airplane fuel tanks, airplane de-icers—the list is far longer
and more imposing than could be itemized here. In the list, however,
are implications of important outlets for the synthetics—implications
that will, more and more become realistic as production of synthetics
gets into stride. (1)
A superiority of certain synthetics lies in their resistance
to checking in sunlight. This fact led to the adoption of Neoprene in
a surface coating for rubber airplane de-icers exposed at times to
bright sunlight which induces checking and cracking. Neoprene products
have many extra advantages over natural rubber products— strength,
elasticity, and toughness. They have resistance to oil, heat, aging,
(1) . "Rubber’s Role", Scientific American , p. 145 (Mr. 1941)
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sunlight, and many chemicals. Du Pont reports that the present production
of Neoprene totals 550,500 pounds per month. (1) Neoprene is now used
in the manufacture of the all plastic plane constructed by Summit
Aeronautical Corp., of Bendix, N. J., under the Vidal process patents. (2)
(1) . "Neoprene: New in 1931—News in 1940", Business 7/eek
p. 38, (November 9, 1940)
(2) . "New Plastic Plane", Business Week , p. 36, (January 11,
1941)
(3)
_
. "Plastics in U. S. Defense Economy", p. 26, Modern
Plastics (August, 1940)
-:
-
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Source of Raw Materials
. "llasties in U.S. Defense Economy”, Modern Plastids
p. 26. (August, 1940)
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Location of Raw Material Plants
^Plastics in U.S. Defense Economy", p. 28 Modern Plastics
(August, 1940)
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Demand and Supply of Raw Materials ( 1
)
It is well known to the organic chemist that, with but few
exceptions, and those minor ones, there is an abundant supply of raw
materials within the continental United States for the manufacturing
of extensively used commercially developed plastics. The exceptions
might be some dyestuffs, relatively unimportant, in view of the
amazing strides made by the -American dye industry since World War I.
In any case, domestic alternatives are available. The other exceptions
are alpha cellulose and asbestos which can be dismissed upon taking
into account the sources developed and developing within the country.
The chief raw materials consumed in the plastics industry
can be derived from a few natural substances such as air, water, petro-
leum, salt, sulphur, cellulose, and limestone. Neither corroborative
facts nor statistics are necessary to establish the generous supply of
these resources which nature husbands within her boundaries.
Phenol-Formaldehyde
Of the estimated 1939 production of eresol-phenolics, 96 million
pounds, approximately 80 per cent is reported to have found its way into
plastics. Phenol is manufactured from coal tar. It is made as well
synthetically from benzene in turn derived from coal. During World War I
enormous quantities of phenol went into the manufacture of picric acid,
trinitophenol. To meet the demand, synthetic processes were developed.
It is interesting to observe that in World War II picric acid as an
explosive has not been extensively employed, TNT having largely supplanted
TT) Op. cit., p. 27
..
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its less stable, more corrosive predecessor, picric acid. While it isn’t
anticipated that any phenol on a large scale would be diverted, should it
be, with the approximated annual capacity of the 8 major producers being
roughly 120 million pounds, the supply seems ample.
Formaldehyde, the other component of phenol-formaldehyde
plastics, is derived from methanol, or methyl alcohol. Originally, all
methyl alcohol was produced by the destructive distillation of wood.
Synthetic methods capable of large-scale inexpensive production have
been operating. Hydrogen and carbon monoxide gas readily obtained from
coke—are used to manufacture methyl alcohol. This is then con verted
to formaldehyde. Furfural, recoverable from oat hulls may be used with
phenol to produce resins. The seven major manufacturers of molding,
laminating, and cast tyoes have capacity to meet all routine requirements
for consumption. It is reported they could accelerate their production
to meet demands.
Cellulose Nitrate
Both wood and cotton are sources for the cellulose nitrate,
usually recognized in its final form as pyroxylin or motion picture
film. Appropriate types of cotton and wood for the purpose are avail-
able in nearly unlimited quantities. The nitric acid used for treating the
cellulose is another story. Before dictators were fashionable in Europe,
when William Hohenzollern could still be a party to terms of peace with
honor, hi3 clan controlled a sizable share of the famous Chile nitrate
deposits. These represented in their day the major source of the world’s
jaitrate. They were the basis of nitric acid used for manufacturing many
. {
.
.
.
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types of war munitions. Neither war machines nor plastics have to rely
on this source any longer. The ingenuity of man has brought the supply
from the sky. There are several systems: the historic German Haber
process, the Berkeland-Eide and the Cyanamid methods. Installations of
these processes have been made over the country in relation to the electri-
cal power supply. One which needs no introduction is Muscle Shoals.
An important plasticizer extensively used by manufacturers of
pyroxylin is camphor. Prior to World War I camphor was all supplied
from natural origin. It was obtained mainly from camphor trees which
grow profusely in the far East, particularly in the vicinity of the
Malay Peninsula. Synthetic camphor is now made in the United States.
It has largely supplanted the natural imported product.
Cellulose Acetate (1)
The same supply of cellulose available for cellulose nitrate
comprises the source of materials used in manufacturing the acetate
types. The other principal constituents aside from plasticizers, solvents
and dyes is acetic acid. Dilute acetic acid is vinegar, once recognized
source of industrial production. With acetic acid occupying the position
of first importance in the realm of organic acids, synthetic methods of
production have come to the rescue to supply commercial needs.
Ethylcellulose
Like the older, more extensively-used cellulose plastics, the
acetates and nitrates, ethylcellulose relies on the same origins for
pr)
.
"Plastics in U.S.Defense Economy", p. 29. Modem Plastics
(August
,
1940)
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its cellulose wood pulp and cotton.
Urea-Formaldehyde
The essential materials required in manufacturing plastics in
this group are all found in the United States. Formaldehyde, one of its
principal ingredients as in the case of the phenol-formaldehyde ty® s,
depends on, in turn, a source of emethyl alcohol which is available in
sufficient quantities. Urea, being nitrogenous depends on ammonia.
Developed facilities for preparing ample quantities of this have been
shown. Domestic sources for the chemical pulp, dyes, and pigments
are both stable and adequate.
Acrylic Resins (1)
The plastics of this group may be achieved by one of several
chemical syntheses. Those commercially operating depend on such
chemicals as ethylene, acetone, and hydrocyanic acid of which there are
ample supplies.
Vinyls
The raw materials required for manufacturing the vinyl plastics
are basically limestone, coke, and electricity. Ethylene from natural
gas also serves as a starting point for the synthesis of these resins.
Before they are converted to commercial products, additional auxiliary
components such as acetic acids, hydrochloric acid and other chemicals
are required. None of these is less available than the basic raw
(1) . Op. cit., p. 29
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materials enumerated above.
Polystyrene
Polystyrene is essentially dependent upon reliable quantities
of benzene and chlorine. Benzine is an abundant by-product of coal-
distillation, the supply of which increases in proportion to steel
industries production. The present accelerated rate of steel production
is a condition that is clearly favorable. Benzene is also available
from petroleum of high aromatuity. The chlorine required is obtained
from natural salt deposits. Certain industries of the United States
are favorably situated with relation to these. All supplies required
to manufacture polystyrene are of generous domestic origin.
How a war-minded nation can adapt plastics to her purpose is
classically illustrated in Germany.
For some years, Germany has been and is the world* s leading
producer of styrene plastics. Because of her war economy, she has
sponsored their wide adoption since their production depends solely on
non- imported raw materials. In fact, Germany was, prior to World War II,
an exporter of polystyrene to many countries including France, Australia,
and several in South America. Over 90 per cent of all injection molded
plastic articles in Germany are of polystyrene. It is no curiosity that
many of the countries which Germany formerly served are now looking to
the United States for their plastic raw materials.
Casein
Casein plastics depend upon skimmed milk from the dairy industry
for their raw material store. There is no apparent prospect of any dearth
..
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in supply. Formaldehyde also required in making casein plastics is
obtainable in generous quantities.
Strategically important, plastics have been found to be amnly
available and their increased production is possible.
Coffee Oil (1)
Coffee oil is of a complex chemical structure, and while it has
certain uses and equivalent commercial values similar to some of the
other vegetable oils, it has distinctive chemical properties not found
in any of them. It can be used as a base for cosmetics and soaps, and
as applicable for use in the manufacture of lacquers, shoe polishes,
insecticides, and other products.
For an answer as to whether there will be available each year
enough surplus coffee to furnish a sufficient amount of raw material
for the large Caffelite converting plants, one need only refer to the
quantities of coffee destroyed by Brazil under its annual "sacrifice
quota" plan. This has totaled over 70,000,000 bags in the last ten
years, and reached in one year, as high an amount as 17,000,000 bags.
This colossal waste represents a monetary loss in the 2a st decade of
several hundred million dollars to the plantation owners and the Brazilian
government
.
Chlorine Sawdust
How chlorine, a gas obtained from table salt may be combined
with sawdust to produce a product which under heat and pressure yields
(1) . "Plastics Compound Made From Coffee Oil", Oil , Paint &
Drug Reporter
,
p.44 (February 3, 1941)
.I
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useful synthetic plastics is revealed in a patent (No. 2,212,866)
awarded to a four-man research team of the United States Department of
Agriculture, Forest Products Laboratories, Madison, Wisconsin.
The method permits utilization of the nuisance waste products
which hound the lumber industry—sawdust. Chlorinated sawdust, when
molded, say the inventors, forms hard, glasslike synthetic plastics of
many uses, including electric insulation. (1)
Sulphite Liquor
When a carload of logs goes through a pulp mill, half of it
the fiber, comes out as pulp (for paper); the rest comes out as a waste
sulphite liquor, a sirupy fluid. To United States paper mills this waste
was as much a nuisance as used razor blades to ordinary citizens.
Poured into rivers at the rate of 30 million tons a year, it absorved
the free oxygen in the water, impairing fishing and polluting streams.
Sportsmen’ and municipal officers set up such a howl that
paper-making states have threatened to crack down on the dumping. Some
foresighted paper-mill operators had hired chemists to see whether the
waste liquor could be turned into a profit. One of the leaders in that
move was cagey Marathon Paper Mills Co., (food containers, waxed paper
wrappers). To its plant at Rothschild, Wisconsin, 12 years ago it
summoned lanky, sinsitive Guy Howard, free-lance consulting chemist and
gave him a staff of researchers. Since then, the company has put $1,500,000
into its chemical division.
(1) . "Ex-Nuisance”, p. 50 Time Magazine (May 20, 1940)
..
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From sulphite liquor in the course of a decade, chemist Hov;ard
and his helpers drew a reddish-brown goo: lignin . From lignin they
extracted vanillin (synthetic vanilla) now used for flavoring by many
big sweets and ice cream manufacturers; Maratan
,
a chemical for tanning
hides; T.D.A
. ,
a chemical for improving the quality of cement.
Faster than dizzy Marathon officials could find markets for them, Guy
Hov/ard turned out new by-products.
Last week he could sit back and smile as sheets of lignin
plastic, made from the residue after vanillin had been extracted, rolled
off the machine.
Marathon officials described it as:
The cheapest plastic material ever made, priced at
5^ a pound in tonnage quantities (compared
with 15^ to 50^ a pound for most other
plastics now in use. (1)
Pound for pound as strong as steel, and capable of
being molded into any shape.
Suitable for parts and bodies of automobiles,
airplane fuselages, refrigerators; Ford
and Chrysler are looking it over; General
Electric is experimenting.
Marathon is now producing the new lignin plastic at the rate
of £5 tons a day, has raw materials on hand for a top production of
400 tons daily. Last year the company’s net sales were $11,109,000.
Last week, its officials announced a $1,500,000 expansion program.
But chemist Hov/ard is still scouting ahead. His goal is to establish
his chemical talk-of-the-town as the most important addition to the
world’s source of raw materials since coal-tar and cellulose.
(1) . "Ex-Nuisance”, p. 50 Time Magazine (May 20, 1940)
. .
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Progress in Synthetic Fibers (1)
Nature supplies four textile fibers: wool, cotton, linen, and
silk. Research provides many more. Nature has no interest in textile
mills but supplies fibers only for their usefulness to sheep, cottonseed,
flax plants, and silk worms. Research plans definitely for production
and for man’s use.
That is why last year the American textile industry used 750
times as much man-made fibers, products of research, as twenty-five years
ago when they were new here, and also why the United States consumption
of natural fibers increased by less—much less--than half in the same
period.
Seven hundred and fifty to less than one -half—that measures
how radically synthetic fibers and modified natural fibers are revolution-
izing the textile industry. Effects impossible last year are today
achieved in the regular course of quantity production by using synthetic
fibers or modified natural fibers. And each year the synthetic fibers
become higher in quality and periodically lower in price.
Cellulose, from which nature makes trees, cornstalks, cotton
and linen, was first used in making synthetic fibers by Count Chardonnet,
a Frenchman, more than fifty years ago. He made reasonably satisfactory
fibers by forming a thick solution of nitrocellulose through very fine
orifices and hardening it quickly as it came out. His original silk was
a little too much like gun-cotton to be fully satisfactory. Ladies do
not like to dress in high explosives. Continuing, research showed
(1) Esselen Inc"., Little Inc., and Skinner & Shermon Inc., "Progress in
Synthetic Fibers", p. 150,152 Chemical Industries
(February, 1940)
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how to modify Chardonnet's fibers and make them no more explosive than
cotton, but in spite of that, in 1934, his process was abandoned, super-
seded by other more satisfactory filament-making processes developed
later.
Originally, the makers of synthetic fibers used cotton as their
raw material and believed that the longer the fibers of the original
cotton the better their product would be* They overlooked that their
first step is to liquidefy, by one method or another, their cellulose
raw material so that it has no structure at all. Having destroyed the
original fibers, the next operation shapes the thick liquid into tiny
filaments and hardent it in that form.
Because ginned cotton is useful to the textile industry without
treatment, it proved too expensive to use as a chemical raw material.
In its stead, the short fibers (linters) left on the cottonseed after
ginning—these cannot be made into yarn or thread—have now taken its
place. Lately, too, wood pulp specially prepared aid purified provides
increasing amounts of this necessary raw material to the rayon maker and
constant search for other sources continues. Cereal straws, sugar cane
bagasse, cornstalks, and other agricultural wastes have proven usable,
but economic factors prevent their development in the United States.
Fibers made from cellulose are by all odds the most important of the
synthetics. Of this family, viscose fibers make up about two-thirds of
the present United States production of rayon yarns.
Spruce was the first and for many years the only wood used as
the source of chemical cellulose. However, continued research in this
.,
-
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field has developed methods applicable to other softwoods, western hemlock,
and southern yellow pine. Certain northern hardwoods have also proved
useful on what is yet only an experimental scale.
Depending upon how they are made, the various types of rayon
fiber differ among themselves in some of their properties.
The principal varieties of rayon derived from cellulose are
viscose, cuprammonium (Bemberg), cellulose acetate, and ethylcellulose.
Each of those has a distinct character of its own which it can impart to
mixed goods and to other products of the textile art.
Teca Holds Crimp
The Tennessee Eastman Corporation making acetate yarns
by the Perlock system, has introduced a special
spur black yarn and a new staple fiber called
TECA, which is claimed to have a permanent
crimp. (1)
Dress fabrics containing Teca simulate featherweight worsteds
both in apoearance and feel. Teca has been combined with viscose crepe
yarn for the production of fabrics of the "alpaca" and "Romaine" type.
The Tubize Chatillon Corporation has developed a J discontinuous
filament yarn which is midway between the earlier continuous filament
yarns and this new spun yarn.
The Celanese Corporation of America is making a new all-Celanese
crepe, called Celannova, in a wide range of colors. Celbrook is the nan©
of this new suiting for sports and beach wear now offered in a wide range
of new colors.
The Du Pont Acele acetate rayon is being combined 'with viscose
yarn in the production of new sheer fabrics which are lightweight, with
".
.
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a soft drape, and yet have a closely covered surface.
Cuprammonium (Bemberg) rayon yarns are being used on a large
scale in conjunction with natural silk in the manufacture of material for
lingerie and printed surah in ladies* dress wear.
These synthetic fibers are imitation of nature’s products.
Their manufacture depends heavily, too, on letting nature do most of the
complicated job of molecule building because cellulose, already complex,
is the raw material used.
A type of sewing thread called Neophil has been developed quite
recently, and this is probably the first textile product to be made in
commercial quantities from nylon and actually placed on the market.
Neophil is characterized by a great strength and elasticity and ability
to withstand repeated launderings without injury, resistance to moisture
and perspiration, and resistance to abrasion and wear.
Because of their close resemblance to silk and their properties
of strength and elasticity, nylon fibers are the first of the synthetic
fibers which are considered to have a really good chance of supplanting
natural silk in the production of parachutes, clothing, and hosiery.
If the manufacturers can use nylon fibers satisfactorily, the U.S. will
no longer be dependent upon foreign sources for any basic textile
material.
Fiber-making materials are not confined to cellulose in their
infinite variety nor to such purely synthetic materials. Even milk,
rubber, glass and soy beans supply useful fibers.
An Italian, Antonio Ferretti has developed a satisfactory process
.*
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for the manufacture of synthetic fibers from milk. Lanital, the
Italian name for the casein fiber, was started on a commercial scale in
Italy in 1936 and production has steadily increased to about 25,000
pounds a day in 1938. Similar fibers are produced from casein in Germany
and in Holland. American government chemists have developed and patented
for government use, a process for the manufacture of a casein-base fiber.
Twenty-five gallons of milk will yield about 10 pounds
of butter and 4 to 5 pounds of casein fiber, from
which can be woven 13 yards of average fabric
designed for ladies wear. This casein is a
likely substitute for wool, which it closely
resembles. (1)
Protein obtained from soy beans is similar to casein.
Experiments on a small scale have proven that such fibers can be
produced, but the process has not yet advanced beyond the laboratory
stage in this country. Soy bean silk is being manufactured by the Shown
Industry in Japan.
Because waste of natural silk occurs between the cacoon and
the finished textile, research chemists have sought to regenerate a
useful fiber from this waste. Several methods of so doing this have
been developed recently and production of artificial silk from natural
silk on a commercial scale is now under -way in Germany and Japen.
Rubber cannot be easily extruded as filament, but it can be
cut into fibers to form very elastic yarn. As yarn of this type, Lastex
had been manufactured in the United States for several years and is find-
ing increasing favor for use in textiles, where high elasticity is a
definite asset.
Glass for all its brittleness makes a satisfactory textile
(1)
. Op. cit., p. 152
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Glass for all its brittleness makes a satisfactory textile fiber.
Nevertheless, research along this line eventually led to the discovery
that if the molten glass is formed into very fine fibers, these fibers
could be spun into yarns which possess sufficient flexibility for wearing
purposes. At the present time, glass yarns are being manufactured in this
country by two firms, and glass fabrics finding use in the manufacture of
filter fabrics, tapes, and braids for the electrical industry and various
other fabrics, both industrial and decorative. One of their greatest
values is their non-inflammability. Some day they may be improved to make
them soft enough for personal use.
An airplane with "glass" wings so fire-resistant
that a torch produces only a smudge on its
fabric
.
Electrically-heated diving suits for deep sea
divers which have completely safe "glass"
insulation (approved by the navy) (1)
Fiberglas material will rot burn because it is made of pure
glass and therefore is inorganic. The material will last indefinitely.
It will not conduct electricity. It will not shrink or rot. Manufac-
turers of hundreds of different important products; therefore, have
found fiberglas to be indispensable material.
In filters, fiberglas has been a boon to the air-conditioning
industry. In the form of glass wool, it has improved the quality of
household electrical equipment like refrigerators, hot water heaters,
roasters and ranges.
This new material has made possible an evolution in the design
(1) . "Fiberglas—A New Servant of Industry", p. 23,
Manufacturer’s Record (April, 1941)
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of electrical equipment. Electrical motors are being manufactured which
will withstand great overloads and in which the fiberglas insulation is
not affected by corrosive fumes, moisture, and other difficult operating
conditions. This has made possible more dependable and more permanent
electrical equipment, which has saved industry many production tieups
and repair costs.
Virtually all kinds of airplanes, ships and trains make use
of fiberglas. As a fire-safe insulation it helps protect airplane
pilots and passengers against heat, cold, and noise. In ships it
insulates the hull and refrigerated spaces and protects piping and
boilers and turbines. Being glass it does not support combustion, thereby
contributing to fire safety at sea.
Research has made many new and valuable developments in the
processing of cotton and these have had the effect of giving industry
new fibers in the same use as the synthetic fibers themselves.
Wool-like effects are produced by treatirg the cotton with a
solution of copper oxide in ammonia containing a very little caustic
alkali. Modification of the treatment imparts to the cotton a permanent
finish almost as lustrous as rayon.
Strong sulphuric acid gives cotton fabrics a linen-like
appearance or produces a parchment effect. Cotton fabrics can be made
transparent without substantially affecting their softness by treating
them 'with this acid at low temperatures.
Obviously, the results of all these varied activities of research
„ chemists create both opportunities and hazards for the textile manufacturer.
...
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Opportunities because new variety and usefulness are provided to help
his products meet human needs. Hazards, in opening pitfalls for the
unwatchful whose smugness lets competition prepare their ruin. The moral,
if moral there be to modern business competition, is that only research
and science can provide the eternal watchfulness necessary to survival
and the spur to Yankee ingenuity essential to success.
Plastics to Boost Sales and Cut Costs
V/ith almost every newspaper predicting a shortage of this or
that material, many manufacturers who may soon feel this shortage of
materials will be looking to plastics for the way out of production
losses due to materials scarcity.
But this is only one reason for the increase in the use of
plastics. Even had there been no defense program to create material
scarcities, plastics would have continued their spectacular growth,
for using plastics are entirely apart from scarcities of other materials,
and may be listed as follows: (1)
1. Sales often increase when a product is made of plastic.
2. Production costs are sometimes lowered.
3. Weight is usually decreased.
4. ^Maintenance problems are simplified.
5. Drab appearing products can be given new appeal by
use of vivid colors.
One of the chief reasons for turning to plastics is to increase
the sales of a product which has formerly been made of some other
material. This was the reason why the F. W. 7/akefield Bros. Co., of
Vermillion, Ohio, lighting equipment manufacturer turned to plastics.
A. F.7/akefield, president of the company states: (2)
(1) • "Plastics To Boost Sales and Cut Costs", p. 16 American
Business (February, 1941)
(2) . Ibid., p. 16
*. .
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I would say that the use of plastics in the case of
our Commodore unit multiplied sales volume by
at least three. There was no economy in the use
of plastics. We used Plaskon and it was in
direct competition with metal reflectors for
indirect lighting in which case it has trans-
lucency, and in competition with glass, being
light and non-shatterable
.
The Rochester Germicide Company, manufacturer of sanitary
products, formerly used cast iron for housing disinfectant appliances.
When they turned to a white plastic (Plaskon), B. Eddy, of the company
reports: (l)
In the first two years the plastic article has been
on the market we have sold as many new appliances
as were put in use in the previous fifteen years.
Mr. Eddy states that there is not any noticeable saving so
far as manufacturing costs go, but reminds us that the product ;veighs
about half as much as the cast iron model, which means a great saving
in shipping and handling costs. The plastic models remain clean and
bright as new for many years. The cast iron models had to be returned
to the factory for refinishing every few years.
One of the most imteresting reports on sales increases comes
from United Automatic Register Company of Chicago. This company reports
a sales gain of 30 per cent since it began using plastic material for
its Simpli-Rite registers. In this case, the plastic model had to sell
for $1.50 to $2.00 more for each unit. The weight of the old model
(metal) was 7 pounds, 4 ounces, whereas the plastic (Tenite) model
weighed 6 pounds, 8 ounces. The standard color is green, but for a
slight increase in cost, other colors may be obtained.
(1) . Op. cit., p. 17
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What one must remember in considering plastics is that they
are not new. We can remember our childhood fascination with Celluloid,
one of the earliest plastics. Celluloid and several other materials, essen-
tially the same but sold under different names, such as Fiberloid and
Pyralin
,
enjoyed a wide-spread use many years before the present popular
plastics came into use. But Celluloid and similar products were so in-
flammable they were practically explosives. This limited the use of
these products. V/hen the newer plastics came into use, and later when
vivid colors were made available, the use of plastic materials increased
by the proverbial leaps and bounds. First, as was to be expected,
plastics were used for small objects. The new radio industry, without
preconceived notions or ancient traditions, adopted plastics, and, as
radio grew from infancy to adolescence to young manhood, we grew more
and more accustomed to plastics in knobs, dials, and panels. 'Then,
when the midget sets hit the market the industry was soon molding entire
receiving cabinets.
But the automobile industry was equally quick to use plastics.
Almost everyone who reads this thesis probably drove his car to work
this morning with his hands on a plastic steering wheel, shifted gears
with a gearshift lever topped by a plastic knob, and kept his eyes on
a plastic instrument panel.
There was an era in plastics of knobs, bottle caps, drawer-
pulls, small cups, and a thousand and one gadgets. Today, however
,
plastic materials are entering new fields constantly and the trend is
toward larger and more important articles. The plastic automobile
,.
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body, the plastic airplane, both on the verge of production to credit
the mechanical magazines and the Sunday supplements. But we do not have
to look ahead.
We now have plastic adding machine cases, plastic Stenotypes,
plastic camera bodies, and plastic furniture, proving that plastics have
passed the bottle cap, letter opener, knob, and drawer-pull stage of
development. One company has virtually made a killing with a plastic
developing tank for photographers, while several others are running
close behind. The corrosiveness of photographic chemicals, plus the
speed with which they oxidize, made it necessary to use heavily enameled
tanks in the past. Plastics was a natural.
Another interesting report comes from the Rolstad Manufacturing
Company of Minneapolis. This company manufactures a product called Barsope,
a lather dispenser sold to barbers. Once metal was used and many different
experiments were conducted to find a metal unaffected by the action of soap
and water. L. Rolstad says that the use of plastics has increased sales,
made it cheaper to manufacture and assemble, and cut finishing costs
because the plastic appliance needs no extra painting or enameling.
But the chief reason for plastics is noncorrosiveness.
C.2.Davis, vice president, Warren Telechron Company, well-known
manufacturer of electric clocks, has had considerable experience with
plastics. His company’s use of plastics (Beetle) has increased the
sales of clocks in the sense that the inherent characteristics of plastics
materials make it possible to produce certain types of clocks which either
would not be possible with other materials, or would be prohibitive to cost.
.,
*
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In the manufacturing and assembling processes, plastic parts
are less expensive than some other materials, but not necessarily less
expensive than all. Broadly speaking, in the manufacture of clocks,
plastics have a field of their own, and we do not look upon plastics
primarily as a substitute.
Plastic materials lead to (a) Low finishing costs; lb) Low
manufacturing and assembling costs; (c) Certain types of case designs
are possible in plastics which could not be produced in other materials;
(d) Attractive color combinations make possible salable designs in
certain types of clocks particularly kitchen and alarm clocks; (e)
Electrical characteristics of plastic materials are important in some
instances; (f) Unexpected increases in sales can usually be taken
care of better with plastics than certain other types of materials
which require more handwork in manufacturing and finishing operations.
In almost every case studied, we find some new or unusual
reasons for adopting the plastic material. In one case it solves a
sales problem, in another case it solves a production problem.
P.W. Cherry of Sonora Radio and Television Corporation,
believes that a radio receiver which the company sells for $9.95
in a plastic case would have to sell for $14 or $15 if the case were
constructed of wood. While his company has always used plastics for
radio receiver housings, and he cannot compare the salability of plastic
cases with wood, he believes that the variety of finishes and colors
ar e definitely a sales aid.
Plastics are replacing other materials besides metal and
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wood. Talcs football headgear, for example. Traditionally made of
leather, it is now made of plastics by a manufacturer of sport shoes,
John T. Riddle, Inc. John T. Riddle, Jr., points out that plastic
football helmets are better ventilated, less expensive than leather,
more durable and certainly more colorful. School colors may be sprayed
on the helmet to stay permanently. Shells are made uniform for all
head sizes. Inexpensive bands within the helmet control the size and
smugness of fit. No part of the helmet shell touches the player’s head.
A damn cloth removes the dust, and the scratches are scarcely visible.
One more case
—
plastic belts, watch straps, billfolds, key
chains, and tobacco pouches. S.Buchsbaum & Co., report that the sale
of "Elasti-glass" belts and watch straps have doubled and redoubled
since introduced in October, 1939. Elasti-glass is vinylite resin
composed of natural gas, coal, salt, air, and water. It is acid and
perspiration proof and will not scratch or mar. Because it stretches
slowly and does not snap back it is excellent for men’s accessories.
Chicago Flexible Shaft Company’s Research and Development
Engineer, J. Delmonte, is a recognized authority on plastics and
their application, hence, it is not surprising that moldings made
from these plastics have been featured prominently in Sunbeam
electrical appliances. Mr. Delmonte writes that molded plastics are
used not only because they fulfill the necessary electrical and mech-
anical requirements, but also because they lend themselves to
expressing in an attractive manner various design details.
Among the striking examples is the molded handle
• i
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on our automatic irons, which not only embodies
as inserts the terminal connections for lead-in
wires, but also the means for attachment to the
shell of the iron (1)
In industry itself plastics have long proved: (2)
1. Their mechanical ability to take stress and
strains in gears where they frequently
outlast metal gears in mesh with them, and
2. Their esthetic appeal in housing of many types
of business machines, radios, vacuum cleaners,
cameras, and auto equipment.
Costs of suitable plastics usually run higher than those
of unfinished die castings, but are frequently offset by lower cost
of finishing, if any.
( 1 )
( 2 )
"What Some Design Engineers Learned About Plastics"
p. 42, Chemical Manufacturing (September, 1940)
. "Plastics in Defense", p. 44, Business 'Week (March 1, "41")
,
Section V
Long-Term Forecast and Outlook for Plastics
Vital indeed to the progress of our National Defense Program is
the machine tool manufacturing industry, a fundamental part of our success-
ful American system of mass production. Industrial expansion programs
of war or peace must reckon with automatic machine tools. Manufacturers
of finished or semi-finished plastics products are inextricably directly
or indirectly bound to this class of equipment. Such machines are used
to make molding equipment, molding plant equipment, molds and all kinds
of fabricating machinery.
Not until a plastic material is either molded, laminated, or
otherwise fabricated is it in usable form. In the United States there
are about 500 molding plants alone. They are distributed from border
to border and from coast to coast. These manufacturers operate under
widely varying conditions. If there is one common problem, one meeting
ground, where they all converse in the same vernacular, it is on the
subject of molds. Molds are as much a part of a plastic plant as the
ocean is part of the seashore. It is these tools which enable molders
to produce precision products economically on a large scale, or to
manufacture veritable tons of syndicate and chain store novelties within
reach of the average man’s pocketbook. While molds are the key to such
production, they are also the industry’s bottle-neck.
All molders have some tool-making equipment. A group of about
30 plants, well distributed, have complete, self-contained tool shops
equipped to meet all their own and their customers* demands.
..
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Occasionally
,
when pressed or confronted with a peculiar problem, these
molders patronize independent tool shops. Those plants which do not have
their own toolroom depend upon outside tool makers. This arrangement has
operated with commendable satisfaction. In such cases, the general
problem of the self-contained molding plant becomes that of the job tool
makers.
During the last six months, the pressure of stepped-up industrial
activity has given rise to several changes affecting plastic tool makers.
First, the automobile industry has attracted a number of skilled
workers from plastic plants both in New England and in the Middle '.Vest.
Second, the aviation industry has lured a substantial group. Third, the
appealing benefits of Civil Service have caused a number to engage in
government work. Fourth, a rise of wages in the steel industry, according
to an all important Mid-western molder, accounts for the departure of
several workers from his plant, although mitigating against further
migration were the privileges of plant seniority rights and benefits
under company security plans.
There is at present no acute shortage of tool makers or
equipment. In the last 12 months there has been a general wage increase
of from approximately 15 to 20 per cent. It is estimated that the
industry is now operating at about 55 per cent of emergency capacity;
that toolroom equipment is up to about 65$ of capacity. (1)
(1) . "Plastics in U.S. Defense Economy”, p. 56 Modern
Plastics (August, 1940)
,. a
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Conclusions Reached :
Without major exceptions, a continuous, unterrupted supply
of plastics is available from natural resources which abound within
the continental United States. This fact would justify their even more
extensive application in war material.
Both molding and laminating plants are capable of handling
increased production. Initially, they could do so without rearranging
working schedules. If required, additional shifts could readily take
care of more production. In an extreme emergency, if present product
styles were retained, both toolroom and production capacity would be
released for essential work.
Plastics are destined to play an increasingly important part
in our national economy. Their supply is practically inexhaustible,
and they possess Physical characteristics making them desirable for
commercial, industrial, and war purposes.
Manufacturers have already begun to redesign products, to
substitute plastics for strategic metals. Refrigerator engineers have
started to design 1942 models with a minimum of metal in them. Clear
plastic compartment doors, plastic or glass shelves, plastic trim
and hardware are being tested to replace aluminum. The washing machine
industry has replaced a metal agitator with a molded plastic agitator*
The whole industry is turning to plastics in an
effort to find suitable substitute for
metals. (1)
(1) . ^Manufacturers Begin to Redesign Products”, III 7-6
New York Times (February 9, 1941)
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Cigarette cases, lighters, compacts, and similar items,
which would be generally classed as nonessentials are new being re-
designed in materials other than important metals* One company has
already completed plans for a line of such products in a variety of
materials ranging from wood to synthetic leather and plastics.
Far Reaching Effects on Agriculture and Industry
For ten years, whooping moppets have whanged rubber and compo-
sition automobiles into other toy automobiles, table legs, baseboards.
Thought many a fender-dented father: "If our car were only like thatj"—
dismissed the wish as fantastic. But, November 3, 1940 this wish neared
the borderline of reality. Henry Ford, 77, gleefully swung an ax with
all his lanky might against the plastic rear end of a special Ford car.
Then he pointed to the undented, unmarred finish, announced his company
would be mass-producing plastic-molded automobiles in at least one, at
most three years.
Unlike most commercial plastics, the 3oyer (Ford’s research
chemist) sheets for automobiles look like polished steel. Test panels
are 70$ cellulose fibre, 30$ resin binder, pressed with cloth. Alone,
the cloth has little strength. But several sheets heat-molded in a
1,000-ton press (size of a 10-story building) produce a material super-
ior to steel in everything but tensile strength. It is 50$ lighter,
50$ cheaper, ten times stronger. Bent like a jackknife in a huge press,
plastic panels snap back into shape when the pressure is released.
Continued assaults with heavy axes hammers have no visible effect on
the shiny, rustless panels. Their color is not paint, but inbred in the
., ^
.
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plastic* Fenders of this Buck Rogers material, though not quite
unbreakable, withdraw from minor collisions with lamp posts, etc*, like
unhurried rubber balls*
To make his super-plastic. Ford is going to the soil*
One million plastic automobiles (average annual
Ford production would consume 50,000 tons of
synthetic chemicals, 470,000 tons of agri-
cultural products. Possible make-up:
100.000 bales of cotton (U*S* annual
output 12,000,000 bales); 500,000
bushels of wheat (current production
792.332.000 bushels, surplus 250,000,000);
700.000 bushels of soy beans (81,541,000
bushels grown this year); 500,000 bushels
of corn (ten-year average yield 2,299,342,000
bushels); lesser amount of hides, lard, glue
pine, pitch, sugar-cane bagasse, alcohol, and
flax* Imported materials would be cork,
rubber, tung oil, and ramie, Egyptial mummy-
wrapping fiber* Best of all, wheat, corn,
and soybeans are interchangeable* Ford can
use all three or only one. (1)
Threat to Steel Industry
Once formed. Ford’s plastic has not the tensile strength of
steel, hence will not be used for frame, chassis, or motor blocks* But
sheets account for half the steel that goes into modern automobiles]
If Ford’s plastic bodies become universal, total
United States use of steel may be cut 10%,
Worried steelmen sent a long-nosed research committee to
Dearborn last month, have not peeped since*
On the surface, Henry Ford and Robert Boyer have done more to
plague steel makers than to solve the farm problem. But if their dream is
true, the technological novelty known as plastics has graduated from celluloid
and Beetleware phase into an instrument of industrial revolution*
(1) ^Plastic Fords”, p. 56 Time Magazine (November 11, 1940)
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Rubber Substitute
Evidence that the United States is rapidly approaching the time
when it will no longer be dependent on the supply of rubber from the
Dutch East Indies and Borneo and Sumatra is contained in figures released
by the United States Bureau of Census which points out that no native
rubber is now available in continental United States.
The Bureau relates
:
It may be that some time in the near future the
United States will be able to forget the
importance of East India rubber groves
to its economic well-being as it has been
able to forget that the only commercially
worth-while nitrate deposits are in Chile,
since science has discovered a method of
obtaining this precious essential from the
atmosphere. (1)
Spur to Lumber Industry
Wood can be converted into an easily bent and molded plastic by
a new process developed at the United States Forest Products Laboratory.
Worked into any desired shape while hot, the plasticized wood becomes
as stiff and strong as ever upon cooling.
The new treatment is a by-product of the Laboratory's research
on the chemical seasoning of refractory woods. During the experiments
it was found that oak, soaked in a concentrated solution of urea and
then dried, became plastic when heated to about the boiling point of
water though the wood was still dry. It remained plastic while hot, and
resumed its normal woodenness upon cooling.
(l)
.
"Plastic Materials May Soon Replace Rubber”, Science
Magazine, Volume 92, Sup. 12 j (December £, 1940)
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Sawdust and chips, similarly treated can be heated and
pressed into any desired shape* This material is self-bonding, that
is, it sticks together without the addition of any outside adhesive*
Thus far, the new process has been used principally on hardwood, par-
ticularly several species of oalc* However, preliminary experiments
indicate that softwoods like juniper and Sitka spruce will also give
good results under the same treatment* (1)
Plastics Go to War 1
That’s the word from the armies of the world, which are making
soldiers of all work on the synthetic resins which were only laboratory
babies at the time of the World War*
Today, this substitute is being hurried into use in a thousand
ways for two important reasons. It saves the steel and the brass and
the wood so vitally needed for the building of tanks and guns and ships*
And it lends itself to mass-production in which unskilled labor oan
turn out many articles of plastic in a tenth the time it would take a
skilled workman to make duplicates from the old material*
London’s women demand "bombing bonnets" created
from cloth treated with plastics. Muni-
tions workers and members of the Home
Guard in England wore similar helmets
made of cloth impregnated with the
synthetic resins and reinforced with
wire mesh* Both types are almost as
effective against falling objects as
the conventional "tin hats", of the
front line trenches. (2)
That is only the beginning of the wonders that are being wrought,
for plastics are being tried for everything from surgical splints and
(1) . Science News Letter , p. 62 (January 25, 1941)
(2)
.
"Plastics in the War" by Edwin Teale, Popular Science,
(January, 1941) 138: 82-4
,"
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gunstocks to leakproof fuel tanks and airplane parts. And ahead lies the
dream that some day some v/hole airplanes save for the motors, will be
stamped out as fast as tin cans are made now.
The peculiar properties of plastics is a major factor in
their widespread adoption. A few weeks ago, for example, the United
States Government ordered 2,000 army stretchers and specified that the
handles should be of Tenite. This material is not affected by the
poison gases of the battlefield, which corrode metal handles, or by
weathering which splits handles made of wood.
Another asset is the relative immunity of the synthetic resins
to vibrations. Thus, they are replacing the time -honored brass cases on
battleship instruments. Brass is stronger, of course, but it is much
more likely to crack under the terrific vibration induced by gunfire.
In the medical field, lightweight plaster splints for use in
emergency hospitals have their distinct advantages. They weigh only a
fraction as much as the common wooden splints. They are transparent,
permitting a surgeon to examine the condition of the bandages beneath.
And they offer almost no obstacle to X-raying the broken bones at any
time during the process of healing. At the Du Pont Experimental Labora-
tory in Arlington, New Jersey, such splints have been made of Lucite.
They can be shaped by the physician to fit the various needs of his
patients.
A variation of the idea is a synthetic-resin window for plaster
casts. In setting a compound fracture, the surgeon places the transparent
piece of plaster in the cast when it is made. Through this window, he can
.-
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then examine the progress of the healing properly, thus reducing the
danger of a patient having a crooked nose as a result of an injury*
One of the outstanding exhibits at the recent Modem Plastics
Competition in New York City illustrated a new technique in rebuilding
human faces disfigured by accidents and wartime injuries* Developed by
Dr* Charles M* MacKenzie, of Spokane, Yfeshington, the new method uses
transparent splints to keep close watch on the progress of the work
during the grafting of flesh and skin* Two other advances of value
to the Medical Corps are a plastic spotlight for use in the operating
room and a lightweight anaesthetic table equipped with synthetic-resin
top and fittings. In England, a recently reported development is
Bakelite coffins, which can be turned out in mass-production and weigh
only seventy pounds*
For a number of years, American experiments have been trying
out, with varying success, gunstocks made of plastics* Recently, a
shotgun equipped with such a stock was placed on the market by a New
England arms company* Both cheaper and easier to produce than conven-
tional walnut stocks, it offers attractive possibilities for mass
production in army rifles* According to a report from abroad, some
of the guns now being used by German soldiers are equipped with plastic
stocks*
In national defense, fiberglas is filling certain vital
needs in the construction of cantonments, naval and merchant ships
and airplanes* By its use in a battleship, it can save enough weight
on a ship to enable the vessel to carry additional fuel oil to give it
t t
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six extra days away from its own base*
"In the construction of the 110,000 new dwellings requirement
for national defense, fiberglas provides an insulation medium that offers
a potential annual saving in fuel costs of $2,500,000". (l)
The ratio of weight to strength of all plastics was
increasingly capitalized in airplane production. (2)
In aerial warfare, the initial use of plastics came in 1918 when
Bakelite distributor cases wrere put on the famous Liberty engines of
American manufacture. From that small beginning, the use of plastics in
fighting planes has spread rapidly. Today, more than 120 different parts,
ranging from molded instrument panels and lightweight doors for bomb
bays to de-icing devices for radio serials, aid in protecting the lives
of the crew and in increasing the efficiency of the machines* Pilots
sit on plastic seats, look out through plastic windows, contact their
engines by means of plastic throttles, consult instruments in plastic
housings* The labyrinth of electric wiring which forms the nervous
system of a big bomber is insulated with the aid of plastics* At night,
dials in the instrument panels are lighted by glowing rings of plastic
material which require only the feeble gleam of a "grain of wheat"
electric lamp to light them.
"When the huge bombers of the Royal Air Force head across the
Channel on night raids, the gunners who man the machine-gun turrets
at the tail sit enclosed by transparent plastic windows and surrounded
by plastic aids* Even the vital ammunition conveyors, carrying cartridge
belts to the machine guns, are now produced from synthetic resins.
(1) • "Fiberglas - A Servant of Industry", p. 56, Manufacturer * s
Record (April, 1941)
(2) • "New Uses for Plastics Aid Defense Works, Normal Fields
Also Extend Utilization", p. 63, New York Times
(January 2, 1941)
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According to advices from abroad, aircraft manufacturers in England
recently conducted a survey, listing every possibility for replacing
metal with materials created in the laboratory. In each new design,
plastics play a greater part.
At the De Haviland plant, near Hartford, England, a steam
press capable of exerting a giant's grip of more than 4,000,000 pounds
pressure is turning out laminated spruce and Bakelite blocks for the
manufacture of propellers. Another wood and plastic product, known
as Jabroc, supplies the material for producing dies used in the
fabrication of sheet steel and aluminum alloys. Such dies will endure
more than 2,000 pressings without losing their shape. In the aircraft
industry, where changes in design are frequent, the ease with which
such plastic dies can be made is of great importance. Bearings and
gears, produced fl*am textile-mill waste products impregnated with
synthetic resins are reported in wide use in German Factories.
A feature of such plastic gears is the fact that they are self-lubri-
cating.
A few weeks ago, in a New York City laboratory, an American
inventor demonstrated a new type of leakproof fuel tank for fighting
planes. Firing pointblank, he sent a .45 caliber bullet crashing
through the gasoline container. Each hole was sealed promptly by the
swelling action of a latex and plastic layer which lined the walls.
Of all the widespread wartime applications of synthetic resins,
the one -with the most dramatic possibilities is the present concentrated
effort to produce plastic planes.
..
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The vision of streamlined fighting ships pouring from the
production line has caught the popular imagination. In many parts of
the world, engineers are tackling the problem in deadly earnest.
Recently the Glenn L. Martin Company, one of America’s largest
producers of bombers, established a fellowship for plastic-plane research
at the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Howard Hughes, a
famous round-the-world record holder, is reported to be guilding an
experimental bomber of plastics in his Los Angeles factory. The Timm
trainer, another California product, has already flown, Eugene Vidal’s
Summit monoplane is nearing tests at the Bendix Airport, in Hew Jersey,
Such airplanes are not affected by weather, funguses, oil, water,
or gasoline. They are free from internal strains. Because they have
fewer parts, they are easier to repair. Another important feature of
their design is that fact of wing and fuselage surfaces being smooth
as glass. It takes more than forty-horse-power just to pull the rivet
heads on a modern all-metal skyliner through the air. Plastic con-
struction would save power and increase speed. Bombers could be
supplied faster, and training planes could be powered with more economi-
cal engines,
Miile mass production of such machines lies in the future,
many say it is believed that the development of plastic planes will
constitute one of the major advances of this war in which synthetic
resins play such valid roles.
Relieving the Metal Bottleneck
The import of the rapidly developing defense program on our
',
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economic system now makes it imperative that certain actually essential
metals be conserved as much as possible for primary defense purposes.
This is especially true in the case of aluminum, magnesium, and zinc.
With defense industries making compelling demands on the
available supply of such metals, it appears that the supply available
for other production in the non-defense sphere will be diminished.
This means, in turn, that the whole question of plastics now
becomes more important than ever before. A number of industries through
their trade associations have already launched investigations to see how
and to what extent we can expand the use of plastics in their products.
We feel that manufacturers who have not, should make similar efforts.
Industrialists in the United States have been giving increasing
attention to plastics as well as to the use of other substitutes for a
number of years. But the process of ’’designing" into plastics has been
greatly accelerated in recent months by the development of the defense
program. This is the case not only in the field of ordinary commercial
production, but also in the production of military aircraft.
Plastics have participated in a major way in this program.
Their development has been both vertical and horizontal. The properties
of the older plastics such as the phenolics and the nitrated celluloses
have been both further explored and applied, and additional plastics
including the ureas, styrenes, certain cellulosic types, acrylics, and
vinyls while long known chemically have been within recent years
developed commercially.
..
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The Office of Production Management has declared that
non-defense industries substitute plastics*
With an unprecedented demand existing for
metals of limited production or of foreign
source such as zinc, chromium, aluminum,
nickel, magnesium, metal, and tin, OPM
in important non-ferrous metal bottlenecks* (1)
An important application of the vinyl materials has been as
lacquered coating in beer cans, and as liners in other containers.
As an alternate material for surface coating where tin is now being
employod, they have potentialities. Vinyl coated cardboard and paper
containers could replace certain tin and aluminumtypes . Translucent
sheet stock is replacing metal tinplate in metal sheet fabrication.
The thermosetting plastics offer interesting possibilities
for many varied shapes and sizes of housings now in metal. Their
application for such purposes in the scale, clock, and adding machine
fields is well known, and their use for these purposes could be almost
indefinitely expanded.
Many companies having anticipated metal shortages have
already replaced certain articles and parts with plastics. America’s
leading industry has been awake to the situation. In some cases where
they have been using plastics because of their inherent properties,
their present more or less obligatory transition is less painful than
it would be if plastics had not been tried at all. In fact, two
companies who have been aggressively studying the possibilities of the
more extensive application of plastics lament the fact that they
haven’t proceeded more expediously.
(1) S. H. Stettinius, Director of Priorities for Office of Production
Management, p. 102, Modern Plastics (March, 1941)
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As a part of the Ford Company’s Program, they made
a horn button from a thermoplastic material
which weighed 10 ounces. The same part
had weighed 43 ounces in zinc.
In another case, they restyled an instrument panel.
In metal it weighed 6 ounces—in plastics, 2 ounces.
By studied re-designing of forth-coming models,
Willys-Overland Motors, Inc,, anticipate they
will save five pounds of zinc on each unit.
Plastics will fit into such a program ideally.
The automobile industry is now using quantities
of plastics in motor parts in both molded
and laminated form as well as for interior
decor and as functional parts. By re-
styling in these cases their application
may be expanded. (1)
Use in 1941 Cars
Plastics, some artificial form's of rubber, and various
synthetic products markedly expand their role in artistic construction
on the 1941 models, according to engineers of E.I. du Pont DeNemours,
and Co.
Many applications of the newer synthetic resins are tied in
closely with the basic construction of the new models, illustrating a
trend toward capitalizing their lightness and strength for other than
purely decorative aims. It is estimated that there are now fifty uses
of plastics and several score of synthetic rubber in the new automobile,
Compatability of plastics with streamline effects and the high
resistance of some of the newer resins to outdoor wear have encouraged
their wider use. Name-plates, escutcheons, shatter-proof warning
signals, knobs, and larger body parts of plastics are apparent in
greater numbers,
(1) . "Plastics & Synthetics Gain Many New Uses To Motor Cars",
p. 1,2 New York Times (November 20, 1940)
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New-type license plates, lamp lenses which are transparent
as optical glass but which are only half the weight and are shatter-
proof are turned out by the high speed injection molding process for
certain models* The principle of molding a lens with an interior grid
of pyramidical elements to achieve "total reflection" is being applied
for warning signals* This is the same principle that is being widely
utilized for roadside directional indicators and highway delineators*
Designers have set a new record for variety of style and
color in molded plastic interior fittings* Compression molded control
knobs harmonize with all-plastic instrument boards* The trend to extra
large, plainly calibrated dial faces for speedometers, oil and gas
indicators, and radios is maintained in the new models* Striking two-
tone color effects are achieved in plastic fixtures to accord with the
trend toward two-tone body finishes*
V-
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The Future
The lowest-priced and most versatile plastics are the phenolics,
which begin at about 14/ a pound—against 1.5/ a pound for steel in
billets, 13/ for brass, 18/ for aluminum, 15/ for average plate glass.
And all of the thermoplastics still cost anywhere from two to four times
as much as the phenolics. Most of the future of plastics is bound
up in this stern set of economic relationships. There are, to be sure,
many relieving factors. The first and most important is that plastics
don’t weigh so much as these other materials, and it doesn’t take a pound
of plastics to replace a pound of metal or glass# And plastics—in
plywood, for instance,—do many jobs that no other materials can do.
Plastics are easier, faster, and more efficient to manufacture than
anything in metal or wood. And the spread between phenolics and
some of the natural materials, after all, is negligible. By and large,
however, the plastics are still expensive materials.
No one can seriously expect a commercial all-plastic automobile
body for a while at costs that would be many times that of steel.
Henry Ford, the most plastic-minded of the motor makers, has been going
around for a year with an experimental laminated phenolic door on the
rear compartment of his car, walloping it with an ax for the benefit
of skeptics, and then inviting them to do likewise on their own cars.
A tack hammer, of course, will put dents in a steel body. Ford cars may
well appear in the next year or two with plastic rear-compartment doors,
light and easy to handle. And an entirely feasible plastic fender might
come out of the new aircraft processes and have the enormous selling
'-
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points of being dentproof. The over-all use of plastics in automobiles
—
now placed at anywhere from 100 to 200 different parts—has been sharply rising
for a decade. But the plastic car is still somewhat new.
How about the Plastic House? It is on the way, too,
—
piecemeal.
Plywood is about the only plastic material for structural parts or outside
weathering thus far. But so far, plywood construction hasn’t compared
very well on costs with orthodox building materials. You will probably
see more use of the enduring new plastic paints and lacquers, as protective
coatings on cheap wallboard, before you see many home uses for more
expensive all-plastic moldings, panels, or even plywood. Plastic hardware
is just coming in—colorful doorknobs, hinges, and trim in cellulose
acetate, urea, and other materials—and it will eventually compare well
with brass on price. There is some fancy and expensive Plexiglas crystal
furniture; and cellulose acetate and vinyl strips have been plaited into
tough, translucent porch furniture; and reasonably priced furniture
(plywood) is on the way. Plastic window casings have been molded for
Pullmans but as yet no window casing for the home that wouldn’t peel or
need a lick of paint. There is talk of bright plastic bathroom tile
that won’t chip and isn’t cold on the feet. (Ho nonskid, plastic-lined
bathtub yet, though it seems a good idea.)
Many of the big present-day uses for plastics didn’t look like
much to begin with. Plastic containers are now in that early stage.
Fruit and vegetables have been "canned" experimentally on the West Coast
in bags of Pliofilm, the semisynthetic rubber hydrochloride. And Package
& Container Corporation (no relation to Container Corp. ) is out with a
full line of plastic containers, starting with a vacuum-packed, plastic-
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coated paper package for coffee this summer* Package & Container's line
is a good illustration of plastic specializations
(1) Cellulose plastic-coated containers for oil
resistance in packaging items like
peanuts
;
(2) Vinyl coatings for resistance to alkalies and
some acids in general canning;
(3) Polyvinyl chloride coatings for oil containers;
(4) Plastic-wax coatings for milk containers;
(5) Pliofilm and rubber coatings for special moisture
proof containers. All of this has partinence
if any national emergency involving tin. (l)
In this field, as in so many others, the future hargs upon
bringing down prices. Many new plastics are high priced now—in
limited production and carrying a burden of new plant investment and
development costs—but that will come down. Some plastics are tied
up in high patent royalties, and the expiration of patents will be
the signal for cuts. But the materials themselves as we have need,
are not the only factors in this economic equation. A very small
reduction in thermoplastic prices, for instance, would have a double-
barreled effect, for it would also widen the scope of the injection
molder, with added savings in labor, time, and overhead. A method for
the continuous extrusion of plastic planks, wainscotting, and other
building items, now being talked about, would mean a substantial
reduction in costs. And there are always new improvements and new
chemical processes to be expected. Lignin plastic, now so cheap, might
be improved to the point where it could become a considerable building
item. And the industry is now buzzing with the talk of the new
(l)
•
"Plastics in 1940”, Fortune Magazine (October, 1940)
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$2,000,000 Durez Plastics plant at North Tonawanda, New York, for the
production of synthet phenol by an entirely new process—which may
eventually mean a drop in price for that important raw material.
The incredible fact about plastics is this: anything is possible in
this industry that boomed out of the depression, when all new enterprise
was supposed to have stopped, and made itself a part of the new age of
power, chemistry, and alloys.
.
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